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—“THAT THY WAY MAY BE KNOWN UPON EARTH, THY SAVING HEALTH AMONG ALU NATIONS.”

WEDNESDAY. JULY 13, 1836.

VOL. VI.
GEORGE W MYERS, PRINTER.

From the British Magazine.
JESUS AT BETHANY.
As Jesus sought his wandering sheep,

With weary toil opprest,
He came to Martha’s lowly roof,

A loved and honored guest.
Blest art thou, whose threshold poor
Those holy feet have trod,
To wait on so divine a guest,

And to receive thy God.
While Martha serves with busy feet,
In reverential mood,
Meek Mary sits beside the Judge,
And feeds on heavenly food.
Yea, Martha soon herself shall sit,
The eternal word to hear,
And shall forget the festal board,
To feast on holier cheer.

Sole rest of all who come to thee,
O’er all our works preside,
That we may have jn thee, at last,
The part that shall abide.

THE OBSERVER.
From the Episcopal Recorder.
THE PRAYER-BOOK.

I was, not a longtime ago, travelling in one
of our public conveyances, and was carelessly
looking about me, when I spied a neat little vol
ume in a pocket-book form in the hands of a
young gentleman.
Prompted by curiosity I
drew as nigh to him as the laws of decorum
would permit, and endeavoured to ascertain what
book he was reading. At first I thought it was
a pocket Testament, but I saw the word psalter
on the top of the page, which convinced me it
.. was a prayer-book. I could not help involunta
rily feeling a glow of attachment towards a
young man, who, in the bloom ot health and the
heyday of youth, and with an eye and a physi
ognomy which denoted intelligence, and with a
mind that, no doubt, by nature was constituted
with capacities of deriving pleasure from all
that is fictitious or extraordinary in poetry or
romance, could thus soberly and thoughtfully
employ a quarter of an hour in perusing the pa
ges of a prayer-book.
By this precious little volume, I recognized
him as a fellow Episcopalian. It furnished an
introduction to two travellers, who were sensi
ble of the value of time, and grudged every
hour that was devoted to anything save the du
ties ot religion or the improvement of our phy
sical or moral condition.
I his was not the first time that the writer
had unexpectedly met with the prayer-book.—
.Some years ago he was particularly im pressed
on meeting with the prayer-book in a situation
where he least expected to find it. It was
when the writer was a missionary and was trav
eling in Tennessee. On retiring to his cham
ber at a tavern, he looked about and took from
the mantel a book which to his surprise he
found to be a prayer-book. He had judged pre
viously to this that there was not an Episcopalian
within 200 miles.
Meeting with an object thus is like meeting
with an old friend. The unexpectednes of the
discovery induces us to prize the object or the
friend more highly, and the Christian, who is
ever disposed like his Master to indulge in char
itable conceptions, enrobes it with the richest
drapery that can be woven from the mind’s own
resources, and is attracted to it by the strongest
cords of veneration and affection.
Parents and teachers and ministers should
endeavor very early to infuse into the minds of
the young an attachment to the prayer-book.—
Their attachment should commence in the ear
liest infancy; it should “grow with their growth
and strengthen with their strength.” It is re
marked by writers on moral science, that what
ever is accompanied by great pleasure or great
pain, is longest remembered. In childhood we
lay hold of every object with pleasure. Man
kind are always prone to turn with delight to
the scenes of their childhood. From the jour
nals of Las Casas and other biographers, we
learn that the Emperor Napoleon referred with
much enthusiasm to his early days. We love
to meditate on the scenes where our days of
youth were spent, and to recollect the compan 
ions with whom we shared our early joys. We
can readily sympathise with the philosophic
Gray:—

\

“Ah, happy hills, ah, pleasing shade,
Ah, fields belov’d in vain,
Where once my careless childhood stray’d,
A stranger yet to pain!
I feel the gales, that from ye blow,
4 momentary bliss bestow
As waving fresh their gladsome wing,
My weary soul they seem to soothe,
And, redolent of joy and youth,
To breathe a tecond Spring.
Gay Hope was ours, by Fancy fed,
Less pleasing, when possest;
The tear forgot as soon as shed,
The sunshine of the breast;
Our buxom health sf rosy hue,
Wild wit, invention ever new,
And lively cheer of vigour born ;
The thoughtless day, the easy night
The spirits pure, the slumbers light,
That fly the approach of morn.”

Let then the attachment to the prayer-book
and the Church, be commenced in early life,
when the capacity of deriving pleasure from
surrounding objects is very great, if not great
est, and the attachment will be enduring—The prayer book and every thing connected
with it should be rendered agreeable to youth.
Let mothers speak of it with veneration to their
children. Let Sunday-school teachers recom
mend it con amore to their pupils.
Various forms and sizes of the prayer-book
should be published. It should be circulated
like the evangelical tract, and be placed togeth
er with the Bible, in every Church, in every
Sunday school, in every seminary. It should
be placed in our Steamboats, in our rail road
cars, in our reading-rooms and in our hotels.—
The people of this country are great travellers.
At a distance from home, amid all the luxuries
of the steamboat or the packet, or the most

splendid accommodations afforded by the hotel
the mind of the traveller, involuntarily flies to
wards home. We casta longing, lingering look
behind, and think of the parent, the child, or
the brother that is far away. How consoling
then to turn to the prayer-book, and find in
the prayers, the psalms of faith and holy confi
dence, or the truly spiritual hymns, that which
can “pluck from the memory a rooted sor
row, and raze out the written troubles of the
brain.”
But. when the writer speaks thus highly of the
prayer-book, can any suppose that he detracts
from the Bible? God forbid I He trusts that
no one will thus wilfully wrest his language.—
One, most certainly, may speak highly of the
children of a family, without being suspected of
derogating from the virtues of the parents.—If
he recommend the servicesand formularies ofthe
Church, he wishes no man to build his salvation
on the Church. This were to fall into the
worst errors of that corrupt Church which pays
adoration to the man of sin. “There is none
other name under heaven given amongst men
whereby we must be saved but the name of Je
sus Christ.” The writer may surely exalt the
Prayer-book without being suspected of being
a bigot, fie may love his Church without be
ing stigmatized as a formalist. Amid the va
ried scenes of adversity and prosperity through
which the Church has passed for the last six
teen or eighteen years, the writer has, in the
strength of the Lord, invariably adhered to the
doctrines of vital and experimental religion.—■
He desires to say, “for me to live is Christ, to die
is gain. ’ He would say to that Saviour in the
language used by the Roman virgin,
“Tecum vivereamem, tecum obeam libens.”

J. M. D.
TAKE HEED HOW YE HEAR.
We have often thought how much of just sentiment the
following quaint lines of the “good George Herbert ”
contain.

“Judge not the preacher, for he is thy judge!
If thou mislike him, thou conceiv’st him not.
God calleth preaching folly. Do not grudge
To pick out treasures from an earthen pot.
The worst speak something good. If all want sense,
God takes a text, and preaeheth patience.

He that gets patience, and the blessing which
Preachers csnclude with, hath not lost his pains.”

It is a common remark, which we apply to
mechanical operations, that it is easier to find
fault than it is to amend. If we could, without
giving offence, whisper it in the ear of some
who find fault with preachers, we feel persuad
ed that the lesson would prove a wholesome
one, and promote the profitable application of
truth, which is now lost, on accountof some ac
cidental appendage. It is more frequently true
than we can ever be aware of, that the ground
of nnr “mktatf,” ic our- o«-r> want ofabilhj "tu
conceive” the preacher; we can often under
stand his language when we cannot fathom, and
do not endeavor to appreciate, his character.
If the bearer is of a sensitive, animated tem
perament, it is very natural that he should
think most preachers “dull and drowsy:” it is
not certain, however, that his judgment is just.
If he is phlegmatic, or slow of understanding,
a clergyman who is moderately zealous and spi
rited in his delivery, is almost sureto be esteem
ed “theatrical.” A man of acute mind, whose
head is better stored with logic than his heart
with piety, rarely hears a sermon which he does
not pronounce “folly:” while the plain and un
lettered portion of the flock esteem the same
preacher “high-flown in his language, and too
“deep” in his stylg of thought. The same dis
course cannot usually be adapted to the pecu
liar wants, and abilities, ot every class in a con
gregation. It should rather be the minister’s
effort rightly to “divide the word of truth so
as to give every one his portion in due season.”
Yet still, with all this, he cannot divest himself
of his individuality: he must live, and speak, and
act, according to the temperament which God
has given him; and every man who waits on his
ministry, statedly or occasionally, and “mislikes” him, is bound in duty to him and to God
to ask himself whether, in the “diversity of gifts”
with which men are endowed, it has not pleased
the Almighty to mould their hearts or their
minds after divers fashions.
When God called preaching “folly,” it was
so denominated in reference to the intellectual
standard established among the worldly wise.—
The “wisdom that is from above,” and which
is “pure, peaceable, full of good fruits, without
partiality, and without hypocrisy,” cannot be
highly esteemed by that sort of wisdom which
is “eirthly, sensual, devilish.” Ministers should
be careful to imbue their discourses thoroughly
with the former, and hearers, more than careful
that they do not judge of them by the latter.—
The treasures of the gospel may be presented
in that homely style which Herbert symbolizes
by the “earthen pot;” yet are they jewels of no
common value. And his is a very questionable
sort of wisdom,which prompts him to “ grudge”
their reception, when offered in a plain vessel.
It was once said by an individual, than whom
most people would blush to declare themselves
wiser, that “he never heard a sermon which did
not contain a theme for reflection, and truths
by which he could profit.” If hearers would be
as eager to catch wholesome truths from the
lips of unpopular preachers as they are willing
to detect blunders and carp at imperfections,
the exercises in which their minds would be en
gaged would be at least as pleasant, and its in
fluence on their hearts would be vastly more sa
lutary. They would undoubtedly discover ex
cellences of which they are now entirelj’ uncon
scious and lose the satisfaction in which they
are now malignantly happy of noting every fault
and sneering at every inaccuracy. The senses
are.fearfully under the dominion of our wills.—
The eye can be made to see a mountain where
there is only a molehill,—the taste to “put bit
ter for sweet and sweet for bitter.” There is,
be assured, Mr. Hypercritic,much truth in Her
bert s sentiment,—“The worst speak something
good. —however if you think differently, allow
the good poet tffput one more check upon your
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oi age, and the industry of its inhabitants. No
description that I could give, would convey atl
adequate idea of the change in their deport
ment and it would savour too much, perhaps,
of self-praise to dwell on this subject; suffice it
to say, that general industry, contentment and
good order prevail. Every man is now in his
own house with a lot cleared, well fenced, and
planted. Many have small rice plantations, be
sides their village lots, and by the blessing of
Providence they will be nearly all independent
of foreign produce another year.
“The people are unanimous in expressions of
gratitude to the societies for their continued
patronage, and appear to be well satisfied with
the laws and their administration. All have
sworn to support the constitution, after hearing
it read at three different times, and carefully
explained.
“I omitted in its proper connexion to men
tion,that I have appointed Jonas HumphrevsJustice of the Peace. He is an excellent citizen,
CALL FOR MINISTERS.
a sensible man, and a consistent Christian ; and
It may with truth be said, that at no period
I think, ifhis lifeis spared will be eminently use
of the Church have there been louder calls for
ful in this country.
laborers in the work of the Christian ministry.
“The amount of public work accomplished
Ne ver have more pathetic appeals been made
since my arrival is very considerable. Besides
to the hearts of Christians, never has a richer
what I have already spoken of, we have clear
harvest invited the labors of the reaper. Were
ed above two acres of public lands, upon which
®ur view limited to this Diocese there would
are now planting vegetables, fruit, and rice. We
still be presented manyparishes calling for help,
have cut a ditch on the east side of the village,
many uncultivated spots, which need only the
which effectually drains a lovV section of the
attention of faithful missionaries to yield rich
town, (see plan); besides which, we have par
returns. But when week after week we hear
tially completed a very long ditch, which is in
the loud and repeated appeals which are made
tended to drain the water from a large swamp
from the western and south-western regions—
in the southern outskirts ofthe village, the ex
when we hear the lamentation of our Missiona
pense of which will be comparatively small and
ry Society that they cannot obtain the men to
the advantages manifold.
occupy these interesting fields of labor—when
“The boats have been secured under a good
we look abroad through the earth, and see what
temporary house, and the landing smoothly
is to be done, and how few are coining up to the
cleared of all obstructions.
help of the Lord, and devoting themselves to
“I have been unable to give any attention un
the glorious work of the gospel ministry we can
til very lately to the clearing of ground, and
not but feel sad, and there would be nothing to
preparing residences for expected emigrants.—
animate the drooping spirit did we not know,
The work, however, is now in full progress,
that “the Lord leigneth,” and that he will ac
and if not impeded by the rains; we shall be
From the Christian Intelligencer.
complish his promises. Upon us, however, still
able to meet your wishes on this subject at a very
LATE AND INTERESTING FROM BASSA
devolves the duty .of prayer and effort that the
COVE.
early day.
ministerial corps may be greatly enlarged. It
“With proper care at home, and judicious
By the arrival of the brig Luna at New-York
is said that one thousand foreign missionaries
are now needed, and could be employed advan from Liberia, we have received advices from management here,the experiment must succeed.
tageously by different Christian societies. It is Gov. Buchanan as late as April 22. The in Your location is good—perhaps the very
estimated that, if changes in the moral aspect telligence is of the most cheering and interest BEST ON THE WHOLE WESTERN COAST OF AF
ofthe globe shall for the next ten years take ing character. The first extract is from one of RICA. A magnificent interior country can be
place with no greater rapidity than for the last his private letters; (addressed to our Foreign added to your territory as occasion may require
five every nation and tongue, and people under Corresponding Secretary,) and will, we trust, while the whole line of sea coast down to Cape
the whole heaven will be in readiness to receive inspire our Episcopal friends with new zeal in Palmas, can ultimately be occupying by your
the gospel.” The following language is used establishing on Factory Island the Mission villages and cities. A climate of great compar
by the American Education Society in their School they projected when the grant of it was ative salubrity, and a soil rich in the various
obtained from the American Colonization So productions of the tropics, are among the ad
twentieth annual report;
vantages you may calculate upon with ever-in
At no time have the calls for more ministers ciety.
“Factory Island, about which you feel, 1 know creasing certainty. Industrious mpn nlnne are
been so urgent and imperative. Our western
u.v J
M
hi vvliluli flciucmcu to «*_ _ pf,n c i rl m-n h 1 n p nl I m t1'° *<=» » »"» *1 *> cl c* ucautlful SjJOtj wanting to render your labours triumphant in
multiplying with unparalleled rapidity is open and every way adapted for the purpose of a converting this African wilderness into a para
for faithful and devoted pastors- Almost the Manual-labour, or other high school. I wish dise of loveliness; and creating here a home of
whole of the heathen and pagan wrnrld has from my heart that it could be occupied to peace and serenity; were thousands may come
thrown open the door of access, and is in read morrow for that purpose. Considerable efforts and rest from all their wrongs. When I say
iness for missionary laborers. The churches are making here to bring gospel influences to that men alone are wanting, it must not be un
have signified by increasing benevolence their bear upon the natives of this extensive tribe, derstood that I except the means necessary
willingness to sustain all who will go forth to but I am persuaded that the only way of ulti- for the successful prosecution ot the various la
preach to the destitue. But why with such re- )i mate success is to begin with a school, and bors of the country.
“There are so many advantages to be enjoy
sources, are the desolations multiplying? May j bring the main operations to bear upon the
not one of the reasons be the unwillingness of i young. It is next to impossible to bend an adult ed from the use ofsteam power, that I cannot
young men to relinquish their worldly prospects 1 from his native faith and the society that can be here avoid recommending its early introduction
to become ministers of the gospel of Christ?— { gin by establishing a good school upon Facto into the colony. There being no eligible millWhilst the heralds of the cross are few, and the ; ry Island, or some other eligible spot, will be seats within a great distance ot this place, and
wants of the world so great, it is truly painful ! the one to reap the harvest at last. It will in the rivers in this country being so swollen in the
to notice that so many pious young men enter j deed require time, but the missionaries who rainy season as to prevent the building of dams,
secular employments.
What an immense i came here must take patience for the first les that the use of steam or wind becomes indis
pensable if we would possess the advantages of
amount of mind is now employed in the common ' son.
“You may congratulate yourself on your machinery. A good engine of no very great
operations of commerce and merchandize, ag
riculture and the arts, which if educated and steadfast affection for Bassa Cove, for indeed power, would drive a saw, a pair of corn stones
devoted to the service of God in the gospel, it is a paradise.—The climate is absolutely good and a cotton gin. The advantages of a steamwould bless many nations with light and salva —the soil prolific and various in its productions saw alone would be incalculable.” .
tion? It should be impressed upon the minds —the rivers abound in excellent fish and very
of pious young men seriously to inquire whe superior oysters, and the water is pure and
Bassa Cove, 22d April, 1836.
ther it is not their duty to become qualified to wholesome. Our position is somewhat remark
Rev,
and
Dear Sir,—I ha'-e just received
able,
having
a
river
in
our
rear,
the
ocean
in
preach the gospel. If the general command
of Christ., strengthened as it is by the present front and the magnificent St. John’s sweeping your affectionate and truly grateful letter of*
condition of the world,by the amazing openings past on our right. The luxuriant and various 10th February, for which pray accept my warm
of Providence, and by the unprecedented facili foliage which overhangs the banks of the river est thanks. Received as it was upon a sick
ties for doing his blessed will with other attend and recedes back into the interminable forests bed its kind assurances of friendly interest came
ant circumstances, do not constitute a call to the gives a perpetual freshness to the scene which like a balm to a wounded soul.
Through the great mercies of an ever-watcliministry, what can? “The harvest is plenteous, ever animates and gladdens the beholder. In
ful Providence, I have been preserved through
but the laborers are few.” The millions of our America it is difficult to conceive of African
two severe attacks of African fever,and am nowfellow-men for whom Christ died are perishing scenery without picturing to our imagination a
fast recovering mv wonted health.
for lack of the preached gospel.
Pious plentiful supply of burning sand, with here and
With the exception of these, I have enjoyed
there
a
fierv
serpent;
but
what
a
pleasing
rever

young men possess that gospel, and can preach
unusual good health during the whole time of
sion
the
feelings
undergo
when
for
the
first
time
it to them. What can be more solemn and more
my residence in this country, and have no doubt
urgent? This call may not be disregarded.— we witness the reality: then the arid scene, with that with common prudence I shall be hence
It must and will have an answer. This single its odious accompaniments, is exchanged for forth free from the visits of the fever.
question—Does not the Lord call me to the the broad river of blue waters, the stately for
My strength will not permit me to write much
ministry of the gospel? is the most momentous est, and the ever verdant landscape, and all na and I have already communicated at some
ture
charms
with
her
ev
er-varying,
yet
everand solemn which any pious young man can
length on the affairs of the Colony. Before I
undertake to answer. The destiny of immortal beautiful and living riohes.
left New-York, you committed by resolution,
souls may hang upon the decision which he mav
“We have very little sickness among us; my an important inquiry to me relative to the pro
make.
own health has been (with the exception of two pagation of the Gospel in this country. The
*
*
*
*
*
* attacks of the fever,) as good as ever 1 enjoyed
subject is one of deep interest and vast impor
It is recorded that young Napoleon when dy in America. When our land is cleared up and tance, and perhaps it does not become me to
ing grasped the sword of his father, and lamen cultivated, I have no doubt that people may speak too confidently at present but my decid
ted that he should die so young, and without come here from any part of the Union and suf- ed conviction is, after much reflection, and some
glory, when that sword had caused all Europe ferlittle or nothing in the process of acclimating, familiarity with the national character, that but
to tremble. And is there no hallowed spirit of that is, when proper accommodations are pro very little can be effected by direct, unaided
enterprize among the thousands and tens of vided, and proper care used. Emigrants should missionary operations. It is next to impossible
thousands of young men consecrated to Jesus be prepared for the change; above all things to turn an African from his native customs and
Christ?
they should be told that they cannot live here habits of thinking. He is, in his way a most
Shall our youth die inglorious, when not a without work.”
determined fatalist, and with two or three max
continent, but a world is to be won to God?
“The site chosen by Dr. Skinner, and upon ims as irrational as himself, he will defend him
While we cannot too highly estimate the im which the town is now laid out, is one of the self against an age of reasoning. “God made
portance of prayer for the increase of faithful most beautiful and picturesque that could be country man no like white man’-—and “it is
and efficient ministers, there are other means found in any country. A commanding and re country fash,” are always considered unanswer
which ought to be used to effect an end so desi markable eminence at the north end ofthe town able arguments either against adopting a new
rable and important. The following facts ex I cut off and appropriate for the agency house custom, or abandoning an old one. I believe
tracted from the same report, are calculated to and offices. This eminence is washed on three that God, in his providence, has set in operation
encourage parents to consecrate their childrrn sides by the ocean and two rivers, and commands the great moral influences in the work of Col
to the holy and noble work of winning souls for an unlimited prospect seaward, overlooking onization, that can ever effect a revolution of
heaven.
completely all parts of Bassa Cove, Edina, and sentiment and a change of habits among thisbe“Hannah of old consecrated her infant Sa an extensive tract of the St. John’s and Benson nighted race. Great efforts should be made to
muel to the ministry. The mother of Christian rivers, and may, with a very little labour, be ren bring intellectual and moral influences to bear
Frederick Swartz, on her dying bed, “inform dered impregnable against any native force. I direetlyupon the young by establishing schools
ed her husband and her pastor, that she had de am at present mounting a long nine pounder and bringing into them a number who may be
dicated her son to the Lord, and obtained a upon a pivot, on one corner of the hill, which carried through a proper and entire course of
promise from them that her then infant son will range our principal street, the harbourand education and moral training. Colonization is
admirably preparing the way for operations of
should be trained in the remembrance of this rivers.
“Our settlement has grown very rapidly, and this kind, for it is directly demonstrating the
sacred destination, and that it he should in due
time express a desire to be educated for the quite astonishes every visiter by its appeal ance manifold advantages of civilization in a way to

impatience. If you declare that the prosings
of some preachers entirely “lack sense,” be not
hasty of judgment in determining that there is
nothing for you to hear. Let your perturbed
feelings subside into a quiet frame; close your
“outward ears,” if you will, to “words without
knowledge,” and listen most intently with the
senses of your inmost soul, and you may hear a
“still small voice” whisper in its holy recesses,
and admonishing you to “add to your faith vir
tue, and to virtue knowledge, and to knowledge
temperance, and to temperance patience, and
to patience godliness, and to godliness brother
ly-kindness, and to brotherly-kindness charity.”
Acquire these gifts bythe instrumentalityof your
minister, whether through his power or his
stupidity, and he will have been to you a minis
ter of mercy, and your “pains,” spiritual, men
tal, or physical, will not be “lost.”—Christian
Witness.

ministry, they would cherish and promote it to
the uttermost of their power.” Swartz became
the missionary apostle to India, and died when
about fourscore years old, having been instru
mental as is supposed, of the conversion of
thousands of souls.
The devoted mother of Samuel J. Mills so
lemnly dedicated this son to the ministry.—
While he was yet -an infant her heart was in
prayer for this end. The hymns which she sung
over his cradle, as she rocked him to sleep were
prayers for this object. He was trained for
this work; and what nation shall not rejoice that
Samuel J. Mills was born, and had such a mo
ther.
A pious widow, on reading the life of Haret Newell was filled with grief that she had no
wealth to give to the Lord. She resolved to
give her children. She solemnly consecrated
them all to his work. She lived to have one
son and two daughters missionaries in Pagan
lands, and one son a minister in the United
States. ‘Ofone hundred and twenty-five stu
dents in Andover Theological Seminary, one
hundred and twelve had pious mothers. Of one
hundred and sixty-four studying for the minis
try in the Academy and the Theological Semin
ary at Andover one hundred and forty-two had
pious parents. Offive hundred and seven stu
dents in six Theologica’ Seminaries, three hun
dred and twenty-one had pious fathers, four
hundred and twenty eight had pious mothers.’
Such facts show, that God does regard the con
secration which Christian parents make of their
children to his service, and that He does hear
the prayers of those parents whose hearts are
so set upon the advancement of the cause of
Christ as earnestly to desire their children to
be laborers in the Loid’s vineyard. Let mater
nal associations be encouraged, and let parents
solemnly consecrate their infant sons to the
work of the ministry. Let this be the burden
of their prayers, let this shape their instruction
and education.”—Southern Churchman.

GAMBIER OBSERVER.

154
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deepen tlio conviction of its importance contin
ually in the mind of the native. And while ie
regards any change in himself as wholly out o
the question, he is quite ready to
1111
„
possibility of his child becoming a “whlte™n, f
and anxious to avail himself of the means of
making him so. Hence the ex re
. « y
manifested in the vicinity of °«r settlements for
schools. I believe that $1000 jud.c.ous y ap
plied to the purpose of educat.on among the na
tives would, with the blessing of God, tel! more
effectually on the ultimate conversion of the
people, than $20,000 expended in missionary
operations directly applied. z\nd that Society
that shall lead the way in this experiment, will
assuredly be the one whose labour will eventu
ally be blessed in a glorious harvest of souls.
Believe me, dear Sir, with sentiments of the
most lively esteem and affection, Your humble
servant, *
Thomas Buchanan.
Rev. Alex. Proudfit, D. D.
•

For the Gambier Observer.
“A MISTAKE."

Being called upon some time ago to officiate
as lay reader during the absence of the Rector
of a parish in the south, I went into his study
to select a volume of sermons from which to
read. To my surprise, I could find none ; and
to my still greater,my clerical friend assigned as
a reason, that he made it a rule not to have any
such works by him, lest he should be inclined to
read them, and insensibly copy their matter or
style, as he wished to force himself to put forth
originality of thought and manner in his pulpit
exercises.
It cost me some time in reflection, before I
could discover the fallacy of such views; and
to elicit how much of this was true, as respects
the evil resulting from tamely copying from
others, and how much injurious, in closing out
at it were from us, the treasures of thought,
which time and the industry of others, have
poured around us. The result I give, that oth
ers more able than myself may be induced to
furnish their views on so important a subject, es
pecially to those who are but just entering upon
a ministerial life.
And first; I suppose that there are but few
men i ndeed who can lay claim to so great an ex
tent of conception, and so strong a faculty of
originating new channels of thought or modes
of expression, as not to find themselves materi
ally assisted by the views which others have
taken of the subject they may have in hand.—
Investigation may be requisite also, to avoid fall
ing unconsciously into the opinions of others ,
for it is not impossible that two minds perfectly
unacquainted with each others purpose or sub
ject, shall think alike ; and besides owing to a
peculiarity of mind which permits its retain
ing impressions often by contiguity, as well as
by association, the thoughts of others may ena
ble a writer to reach those in his own mind,
which might have lain dormant but for the in
centive which the former presented. Would
the productions of a Phidias, a Rubens or an
Angelo, be considered less the result of the
original powers of mind which they possessed,
were it known that they used the tools of others
iu their studios ? Are the scientific discoveries
of Newton and others less attributable to them,
because some or tuem were darkly hlntvA at
by Roger Bacon in the thirteenth century ?
Again, the mind takes its hue in a great mea
sure, from the objects by which it may be sur
rounded.
To be placed within the influence of other
minds either directly, or indirectly as when
we study, is the principal means by which the
strength and peculiarities of individual minds
are developed. As well might we expect that
the 6ickly pale plant, placed in the shade of
some dark corner, should exhibit ail the vigour
and beauty which adorn its fellows, as that a
mind which deprives itself of the nutriment
derived from study, should abundantly produce
fruit of itself. The oil used in the temple, was
beaten oil', so should the preparation for the in
structor cf God’s people, and the means by
which the lamp of religion is to be kept burn
ing in the Church at the present day. And
this can only be done by the servants of Christ
availing themselves of every help within their
reach. There are none exempt. A well fur
nished mind cannot be injured by reading the
sermons of others, but rather be thus adding to
the original stock of ideas; a less inventive or
less read one, had better feed their flock with
the productions of others, than permit them to
starve for want of the bread of life. It might
be termed presumption in both; in the former
not to keep up the spring of knowledge which
must for want of its proper supply, eventually
run dry ; in the latter, to think to draw from a
muddy or exhausted spring.
Besides, it is demanded by our Church as a
part of the necessary preparation of every can
didate, that he shall imbue his mind and heart with
sermons of the pious divines of our own church.
So that he shall be both enabled to form his
style, and at the same time enlarge his knowl
edge of the Truth, and deepen his own piety.
Does this obligation cease on entering the min
istry ?
Does the privilege of preaching the
Word, acquit the individual for ever from read
ing or hearing it preached by others, if this can
be done without infringing upon the duties of
his office!
And finally the age demands that those who
are permitted to preach to others, hold by the
excellent example of moderation in doctrine
and practice which many of the standard works
present to us. There is too much crudenesstoo much attempt at novelty in doctrine and
style of preaching at the present day ; and the
best way to correct this is that men shall read
more, and presume less on their own unaided
abilities. The contrary is well calculated to
form enthusiasts, but never the sober and faith
ful servant of God, whose sole object is to en
lighten and convert, regardless whether this be
accomplished by the words of his own preach
ing or by those of others. The “Pastors after
God’s own heart,” are such as “feed the peopie wifZ* knowledge and understanding."

ion of the writer, unquestionably the best.—
The two standards of devotional composition
which the Bishop has had in view, are evidently
the Bible and the Book of Common Prayer.—
He has wrought the varied language of both
into his pages with very unusual felicity ; and
where he has used language of his own, it seems
to be imbued with the spirit of bis models, that
I know of no devotional writer, who, with so
high an aim, has more uniformly sustained a
happy equality in his compositions. There are
many books of forms which have occasionally
excellent prayers and choice expressions; the
number is small, indeed, of those which are so
unexceptionable throughout as Bishop Gris
wold’s. The piety of the book is every where
manifest: but as it seems to me, the sound judg
ment and correct taste equally so. It is by no
means surprising to find so admirable a judge
saying, that he thinks “extemporary praying”
"less suitable" than forms “for social worship,”
and inasmuch as most will admit with him, that
there are occasions for which the Prayer-book
has made no express provision, and that the
beauty and force of the Prayer-book are some
times marred by applying it to occasions for
which it was not precisely intended, it is a for
tunate circumstance that the supply of our wants
has come from an uncommonly able, serious, and
discriminating mind.
WISCONSIN TERRITORY,--- WANTS OF THE
CHURCH, &C.

We are permitted to publish the following
letter from a gentleman in Michigan to the
Right Rev’d. Bishop Meade. The statements
which it contains, deserve the attention of the
Missionary Society, and we trust that they' will
be able to improve the openings which the great
Head of the Church presents for its extension •
—S. Churchman.
"Dear Sir,—Born in the Episcopal Church,
and now having some greater advantages of in
formation and influence to aid and advance
the interest of the cause of Episcopacy, and
alive to the memory of my deceased father, I
have thought proper to address you on this sub
ject.
“I am now about the foundation of a new
government—an embryo of a new State, here
after to be formed, that of Lake Michigan, be
yond the Mississippi; and I now write from tne
supposed site of the seat of government of the
territory about to be formed, called the Wis
consin Territory. The society of this country
is well disposed, and inclined to Episcopacy:
and the resources of wealth from lands and
minerals, show that a handsome support could
be obtained by the Episcopalian ministry at
several points of this country. There are ma
ny, very many from Virginia, settled here, who
have been raised in the Church, and the milita
ry and civil list are altogether from Virginia.—
At Green Bay, an Episcopal minister, with
whom I am slightly acquainted, has laid the
corner stone of the Church, and is doing much
good among the heathen; and I am fully con
vinced that the theatre is wide and promising
for the extension of our Church in all her im
posing, solemn forms, and purity and peace.—
I say emphatically peace, for what Church
has as much, and is so free from worldly mof- ivc ?
“I would suggest to you to let it be known in
the Church of Virginia, that here is a field for
Gospel and Church enterprize—and this coun
try, claiming Virginia as her generous mother,
and a surprising number of southern feelings
and population being here—in her infancy, she
asks the aid of Gospel dispensation at the hands
of the Church of the United States, by a mis
sion of her ministry. Popery will get a strong
hold, unless steps are immediately taken ; and
for one, I fear the effect, even in a civil point of
view. The wretched Spanish popery is perva
ding this country. What a beautiful country it
is, to look at in its native simplicity, as nature
and Black Hawk left it—with its hill, valley,
running-stream, and majestic waters, filled with
the most delicious fish and fowl, the purest and
most serene air, unrivalled health, unsurpassed
by the mountains of Virginia in atmosphere, and
soil as fertile as the low lands of Kentucky.—
This bounty, this munificence of kind Provi
dence is enough to fill the heart with pious
praise and gratitude to the author and sustainer
of all. When alone in the midst of this splen
did domain, especially on the west banks of the
Mississippi, where the print of the savage step
is still to be seen, amidst the lofty groves, wav
ing prairies, and awfully grand stillness, and ro
mance of the scene, I am almost forced to fall
down in solitary prayer.
“To-day is the Sabbath, and instead of at
tending to worldly concerns, as all others are
doing around me, I have thrown together these
reflections, and submitted them to one, whose
zeal and disinterested piety and charity, I am
fully assured, will plead my pardon for the
liberty of breaking in upon your time, by what
might be termed officiousness, or troubling you
unnecessarily with my poor views.”
SIN OF INDIFFERENCE.
Extract from a Letter of the Rev. II. Venn to his daugh
ter.

But a young woman in health and spirits,
surrounded with friends, and much beloved by
them, still usingthese comforts with moderation
and caution—and holding them in due subordi
nation to her beloved Lord and Saviour—teach
es and preaches by her example, as powerfully,
as the sick and dying saint. Indeed, every
branch, vitally united to the Tiue Vine, brings
forth fruit, and does not cease. I please myself
therefore in the thought, that you, led by the
Spirit of Christ, make rich improvement of
your present lot. Often be looking up, and
speaking with an humble cordial confidence in
our Incarnate God: “Make me like Thyself, in
my manner of Life; as thou wert in private life
before thou didst appear a preacher in Judea!
May I be diligent and useful, watching oppor
tunities to instruct, and speak a word in love to
perishing souls!”—If nothing will satisfy, as
nothing ought, but usefulness, be not afraid
If----- .. there will not be wanting opportunities, more or
less. Awkward you may and will feel it at first,
tito.t Frorn tlle C!lurch Advocate.
as we all have : for every thing we have to
a
6R,SWold’S PRAYERS.
learn is done with difficulty, till practice makes
A friend has iust
• .
,
,
of the second edition
‘"Y hands a copy us ready at it. Be not therefore discouraged.
Venture!—you will never repent—in speaking
think has not received th'5* manua ’ which I
to the poor women,and to your brother’s maids.*
merits. Among all which haVaTmendati.on k
es this side of the Atlantic, it hee.n Polished
* Miss Venn was at this time staying with her brother,
•», in the opin at Little Dunham.

Express your desires, that they may be happy.
Few' but teel any instance of love we shew to
wards them. If at first, they take it not as they
ought, our good advice tray not be lost. . The
great depravity of man is, indifference to his fel
low-creatures : this is nearly as bad as want of
love to God. Yet how seldom do books or ser
mons, or serious people, urge with earnestness
this point I How many thousand prayers did 1
put up, that I might love God, and be delivered
from the curse, and from the power ot sin !
How few, that I might love my fellow-sinners
not only to have p*ty for their sufferings, but
compassion for their souls !
From the Moral Reformer.
SUNDAY DINNERS.

Perhaps no one thing which, at first view,
appears to he of so little consequence, more ef
fectually obstructs the way to moral reforma
tion than the fashionable practice of eating to
excess on Sunday, especially at dinner. The
whole energies of the brain thus become con
centrated, as it were on the stomach; and you
might almost as well preach to a somnambulist,
during one of bis paroxysms, or to a maniac, as
to one who has just dined heartily. The person
has indeed eyes, but he sees not: be has ears,
but he understands not; he has a brain and
nervous system, but it is benumbed and stupified:and he has a heart, but it cannot feel.
Now’ I do not speak of those alone who act
ually sleep in church ; for every one knows that
neither the services, nor the day, nor the force
of divine truth, will be likely to affect them.—
But I refer to a much larger, and perhaps more
respectable class of the community. I refer to
those who, though they may not actually re
sign themselves to the arms of Morpheus, would
yet do so, if there were no cinnamon, or cloves,
or orange peel to masticate; or if they did not
make a constant effort, and perhaps prick them
selves with pins, to prevent it.
There are many reasons why a person should
eat a lighter rather than a heavier dinner on
Sunday, than on any other day, among which
is the fact that most people use, on this day, a
less amount than usual of physical exercise.—
Another reason is, that the air of a church, con
fined and heated and impure, as it often is, has
somewhat of astupifying tendency. Another
reason still is found in the fact that those who
are accustomed to much exercise on every other
day, are of course dull when they come to sit
still an hour or two, under circumstances the
most favorable.
But there is a stronger reason

still,

why we

ought to eat light dinners on Sunday. Multi
tudes who were before drowsy in church, but
have made the experiment of being a little more
abstemious, have found themselves not only the
more wakeful and happy for it, but the more ac
tive and cheerful and vigorous, in body and
mind, not only during the whole day and even
ing, but throughout the succeeding day.
There are many other objections to this pre
vailing, and I fear increasing practice but per
haps enough has been said for the present. I
will only add that the necessity which it in
volves of increased expense,increased labor and
the employment of labourers on a day intended
for the improvement of the mind and heart of
dompstics as well as others, renders the prac
tice immoral,unchristian ana—to coin a term—
unrepublican.
From the Morning Star.
AN IDEA.

Fortv years from the 4<th of next July will be
the centennial anniversaryof American Indepen
dence. Before that day arrives one generation
will pass from the stage, and go down to the
tomb. But if the present generation are care
ful to cause all their children to be instructed
in the truths of the Bible at the Sabbath school
and are thus trained up in the way they should
go, the moral face of our country will be com
pletely changed. Yes, let them be taught to
obey the requirements of God, as revealed in his
word, and when the one hundredth national ju
bilee is celebrated the nation will be “free in
deed.” Then there will not be a drunkard, nor
a thief, nor a swearer nor an infidel,' in the
whole land. In fact, it this should take place,
this would then be Immanuel’s land, a mountain
of holiness,, and this would be that happy peo
ple whose God isf the Lord. Who will not lend
a helping hand to bring about an era so desira
ble? Go Christians on your knees and ask God
what he would have you do in the cause of Sab
bath schools.
FLIGHT OF THE EAGLE AND HER YOUNG.

In the Book of Deuteronomy, we have a very
animated and beautiful allusion to the eagle,
and her method of exciting her eaglets to at
tempt their first flight, in that sublime and high
ly mystic composition called Moses’ Song; in
which Jehovah's care of his people; and meth
ods of instructing them how to aim at and at
tain heavenly objects, are compared to her pro
ceedings upon that occasion. “As an eagle
stirreth up her nest, fluttereth over her young,
spreadeth abroad her wings, taketh them, beareth them on her wings: so the Lord alone did
lead him.” (Deut. xxxii 11. 12.) The He
brew lawgiver is speaking of their leaving their
eyrie. SirH. Davy had an opportunity of wit
nessing the proceedings of an eagle after they
had left it. He thus describes them;—
“I once saw a very interesting sight, above
one of the crags of Ben Nevis, as I was going
on the 20th of August, in the pursuit of black
game. Two parent eagles were teaching their
offspring,—-two young birds,—the manoeuvres
of flight. They began by rising from the top
of a mountain, in the eye of the sun: it was about
mid-day and bright for this climate. They at
first made small circles, and the young birds
imitated them; they paused on their wings,
waiting till they had made their first flight, and
then took a second and larger gyration, always
rising towards the sun, and enlarging their cir
cle of flight, so as to make a gradually extend
ing spiral. The young ones still slowly follow
ed apparently flying better as they mounted ;
and they continued this sublime kind of exer
cise, always rising, till they became mere points
in the air and the young ones were lost, and af
terwards their parents, to our aching sight.”
What an instructive lesson to Christian pa
rents does this history read! How powerfully
does it excite them to teach their children be
times to look towards heaven, and the Sun of
Righteousness, and to elevate their thoughts

thither, more and more, and on the wings of
faith and love; themselves all the while going
before them, and encouraging them by their
own example.—Kirby s Bridgewater Treatise.
SXA.T'B, OF RELIGION IN LONDON.

The Rev. B. N. Noel has addressed a letter
to the lord bishop of London, entitled “The
State of the Metropolis considered,” in which he
states that there are at the present time in Lon
don and its vicinity, 500,000 Sabbath breakers
at the very least, living in total neglect of the re
straints of religion: of whom 10,000 are enslav
ed to gambling; 20,000 subsist on beggary as
a trade; 30,000 eating the bread of theft" and
fraud; above 100,000 habitual gin-drinkers, and
23,000 of them in the course of the year picked
up drunk in the streets; and lastly, 100,000
given up to systematic and abandoned profliga
cy. In view of this state of things, the British
critic says; “It was, we most certainly can
not say with approbation,—but still without
any overpowering surprise, that we found Mr.
Noel calling upon the bishop of London to ven
ture on ‘a brave neglect’ of ordinary principles,
to burst through the trammels of established us
ages; to cast off all encumbering notices of the
church's dignity-, and, if need be; to call forth
other Whitfields and Hills from among the minis
ters of the Establishment; in order that the
voice of God's wisdom may cry in the street,
and in the market place, and in the field, and on
the hill side, beneath the canopy of heaven.—
and ifsuefi men are not to be found within the
pale of the Establishment, why, then, adds Mr.
Noel, ‘necessity has no law. Christ must be
preached to perishing sinners. Before this ne
cessity, all forms, however venerable,—all rules
however salutary—must give way. And I ven
ture to entreat your lordship tot send forth,
among the people, Methodist or Congregation
al missionaries; or any good men, who may, by
the blessing of God, be the means of saving
souls.’ ”—Churchman
THE HOUR OF DEATH AND THE DAY OF JUDG
MENT.

“Let me especially remind you of that hour,
for which all were equally born, high and low,
rich and poor,—the hour of your departure
from this world. Death is a leveller who is nev
er soothed by the vanity of worldly distinctions;
and there is no preparation to be found for his
approach in any wisdom, or any strength, or
any comforts which this earth can furnish.
Flattery has then no charms; the cup of plea
sure has lost its sweetness; the beguilings of the
heedless, and the assurances of the brave have
lost their power; thy mother, thy wife, the com
panion of thy years, the friend of thy bosom,
have then no consolation in themselves. The
minister ot the Gospel, peradventure thou wilt
look to him; but he has no power of his own ;
he can but speak to thee of a Redeemer’s love,
and the hope of a Redeemer’s kingdom; and
what, if thou art a stranger to his love, and
have set at naught the promise and the. glory
of his kingdom? There is nothing else that
can help thee, dying man; whoever thou art,
whether a king on a downy pillow, or a pauper
on a bed of nakedness, nothing can soothe thy
soul but the balm of a Saviour’s mercy; none
can uphold thy fainting Spirit, but the mighty
God of Salvation. And well may you also De
reminded of another hour, when you will stand
before the bar of judgment; what will man
then be accounted of, and all that earth has ev
er given? You will be in the hands of your
Judge,—a Judge merciful to those who have
sought his mercy, just to those who have neg
lected or despised it. Oh cease we then from
man: time is hastening on, death nearing, eter
nity approaching : cast we our whole soul upon
Him, who came to seek and to save it: wise in
his wisdom, strong in his might, safe under the
guidance, and happy in the' consolations of his
Spirit.”—Rev. J. Slade's Sermons, vol. iii.
HOW TO DISPOSE OF INSULTS.

Many persons who suppose themselves to be
under the influence of Christian principles,
spend much of their time in brooding over in
sults either real or imaginary, and in devising
ways and means to resent them with proper spir
it and effect. This is not only an unprofitable
employment, but it tends as much as almost
any thing else to embitter the cup of enjoy
ment. The best way to dispose of that which
seems to bean affront or insult, is to consider;
1, Was it designed as such?
2. Is it worth while to receive it?
It is the extreme of folly to get into a pas
sion or to feel insulted, where no such thing was
intended, and even if intended, it is the oppo
site of wisdom in most cases to permit him who
cherishes such a purpose to realize his object.
It is forcibly said by some one—we do notiecollect by whom—
--------------------- “An honourablem&n
Will not insult me, and no other can.”

He who stoops to resent every slander, puts
himself upon a level with the lowest and the
worst of the reviling and envious—a tribe which
is but too numerous in every community. At
tempt an imitation, however humble of Him
who went about doing good—or an obedience,
however feeble, of his injunction—and you at
once oppose the current of fashion, sensuality,
and vice, and are hated and reviled by the
slaves of each. The noblest revenge is that in
dicated in holy writ—“love them that hate you
and do good to them that despitefully use and
persecute you.” “If thine enemy hunger, feed
him; if he thirst, give him drink; for in so doing
thou shaft heap coals of fire upon his head”—or,
in brief the most effectual way to conquer an
opponent is to melt him.—Philanthropist.
PREACHING TO THE INSANE.
Extract of an Address of Rev. Daniel Crosby, before
the Prison Discipline Society, at its late meeting.

“It has been my privilege repeatedly to ad
dress these unhappy sufferers on the subject of
religion in their own distinct assembly. And
never have I seen an instance, even in the case
of those who were very far from convalescence
where the devotional services failed to induce a
sense of propriety, and to call forth a degree of
self-control and fixedness of attention, which in
the case ofsome individuals, was truly astonish
ing. But I have known cases where the indi
vidual; who, when in his own apartment, or in
his daily intercourse with his fellow patients has
appeared constantly excited, so as often to’lose
his self-control and to suffer paroxysms of dis-

tress or passion, has set with composure and
perfect propriety during the performance of*religious services. Deeply have I been affected
to witness the fixedness of attention and the
apparent satisfaction with which those who ne
ver seem to enjoy any “spontaneous internal or
mental government,” have listened to cheerful
and consoling views of religious truth. Without
the least allusion to their peculiar situation in
the discourse, and probably without any very
correct or consistent views on their part, there
still seemed to be awakened in their minds the
pleasing conviction, that in the truths declared
there was hope for the desponding, and conso
lation for the sufferer. I have known cases,
where the individual who in other circumstan
ces was usually noisy, and sometimes suffering
paroxysms of distress, has, appeared to feel at
once the solemn and softening influence of devo
tion and has been known to reprove a fellow
wotshipper fora want of propriety during the
service. Indeed, cases have been known, where
individuals in a very weak and debilitated state
have expressed the happiness they experienced
in listening to the truths presented,and have ap
peared to carry with them from the worship of
God a salutary influence, which has assisted
them in self-control, for hours, and even for
days; quite as, long, as, in many cases, the se
rious influences of the sanctuary remain on heal
thier minds.
Now, it is not claimed for religion, that it ex
erts in such cases its proper influence to direct
the affections, and form the religious character;
but who shall say that we are so familiar with
the laws that regulate the movements of the
diseased mind, as to pronounce religious in
fluence vain and useless in a course of moral
treatment? What form of intelligent creation
is there, with which we are acquainted, that
presents such interesting and truly astonishing
facts, as are developed in the wanderings of
the insane? And, sir, if the time shall ever ar
rive, when this chaos shall be reduced to order
and the laws which regulate these mental aber
rations shall be fully known,it will then be found
1 doubt not, that religion is to constitute a ve
ry important feature in the course of treatment
to be pursued. And even now, sir, who shall
say that some lucid intervals may not break on
the darkness of the mind, or that some faculty
may not remain unscathed by disease, or that
some train of thought and feeling may not still
flow on undisturbed in its wonted channel; and
that these things, one or all of them combined,
may not lay the foundation for a beautiful reli
gious influence, even in those minds which arc
unable, for the most time, to view religion in its
proper light? May not the principle of sugges
tion come to the aid of the unhappy sufferer ;
and thus, while he is engaged in the services of'
devotion, may not his mind be carrrted back
to earlier and happier days?”—Buffalo Spectator.
From the Sunday School Journal.
SCRIPTURE ILLUSTRATION.
And a man shall be as a hiding place from the wind, and
a covert from the tempest; as rivers of water in a dry place,
as the shadow of a great rock in a weary land.—Isaiab
32: 2.

If you look at this passage merely as those
who are acquainted with the circumstances of
our own country, we shall neither see it in all
it« beauty, nor feel its full force. The evange
lical prophet, as Isaiah is often and properly
called, wrote in the East, and an acquaintance
with some things in that part of the earth, will
cast much light on his words, and render them
more impressive to our mind.
Here, indeed, we hear the sound of the wind;
while I write it is whistling around, and now
and then its sudden and violent bursts break
on the ear; but what are these to the frightful
tempests which spread desolation through Eas
tern countries?. So recent as in the year 1831,
no fewer than from fifteen fo twenty thousand
people were destroyed in the district of Balasore by the tempest ofOctober. Almost eve
ry thing,animal and vegetable, was swept away
by the wild tornadoes—banks and ancient boun
daries were no defence from its wide spreading
waters; and some of the ships on the coast were
thro wn on the shore by the breaking in of the
sea, and afterward left dry. The storm of the
next year was equally tremendous; the most
stable as well as the frailest dwelling fell be
neath its rage. How desirable a hiding-place
from such a wind! How valuable a covert from
such a tempest!
Of “ dry places," we know nothing.—Streams
and rivers run through every part of our land:
—and this is a blessing which we should most
thankfully acknowledge. But think, for instance
of Mungo Park, who says, when speaking of
the great want of water in Africa, “I frequent
ly passed the night in a strange situation. No
sooner had I shut my eyes, than fancy would
convey me to the streams and rivers of my na
tive land; then, as I wandered along the ver
dant bank, I surveyed the clear stream with
transport, and hastened to swallow the delight
ful draught: but alas! disappointment awakened
me, and I found myself a lonely captive, perish
ing of thirst, amidst the wilds of Africa.”—
What would he not have given then could some
one have led him to a spot where he might
have quenched that raging appetite, which un
relieved, would soon have numbered him with
the dead?
You have perhaps sometimes found heat to be
oppressive. In a very hot summer’s day you
have probably complained,—but you could find
some cool place; while, had you been travelling
in a desert, a zveary land; where the heat is much
greater,with what joy wouldyou discover a rock
casting its shadow on the earth on which you
might throw yourselfand enjoy some repose!
But the prophet designs to lead us from those
temporal to our spiritual necessities. Inconse
quence of sin, we are exposed to what is more
fearful than the tempest—more fearful than the
want of water—more fearful than the weariness
that is felt in the wilderness beneath the scorch
ing beams of the sun. These may issue in the
death of the body, but what is that to the death
of the soul—to the destruction,not of its being,
for it can never die, but of its well-being—to
the closing against it of the gate of heaven—to
its endurance of eternal woe? “For the wrath
of God is revealed from heaven against all un
godliness and unrighteousness of men.” And
as we look upwards we may say, “Who knoweth the power of thine anger? even according to
thy fear, so is thy wrath.”
Would, my dear reader, that the Holy Spi
rit may now write these solemn words on the
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fleshly table of your heartl As a sinner, your
state is unspeakably worse than that of him on
whom the tempest bursts: or who in the desert
can find no water, or no shade! But thanks be
to God, ‘‘there is hope in Israel concerning this
thing.” “J man,’ says the prophet, “shall be
as a hiding-place from the wind, and a covert
from the tempest; as rivers tfwater in a dry
place, as the shadow of a great rock in a weary
land.”
And who is this man? It is “the man Christ
Jesus!” “God with us.” It is he who “took
upon him not the nature of angels, but the seed
of Abraham;” who was wounded for our trans
gressions, and bruised for our iniquities, and
on whom was the chastisement of our peace
and in whom you must trust if you would be
saved.
Hearken then to his voice: he calls you to
him—you may find him in his word—in his house
—at his footstool—and while he says, “Come
unto me," it is for you to reply, “Lord, I be
lieve, help thou my unbelief!”
Art imitates nature, and the nearer it comes
to nature in its effects it is the more excellent.—
Grace is the new nature of a Christian, and hy
pocrisy that art which counterfeits it; and the
more exquisite it is in imitation, it is the more
plausible to men, but the more abominable to
God—Leighton.
SURE THE ROSE IS LIKE A SIGH.
COMPOSED BY A BLIND CHILD.

If this delicious, grateful flower,
Which blooms but for a little hour,
Should to the sight as lovely be,
As from its fragrance seems to me,
A sigh must then its colour show,
For that’s the softest joy I know.
And sure the rose is like a sigh,
Just born to soothe, and then to die.
My father, when our fortune smiled,
With jewels decked his sightless child,
Their glittering worth the world might see,
But ah! they shed no sweets for me!
Still as the present failed to charm,
The trickling drops bedewed my arm;
And sure the gem to me most dear;
Was a kind father’s pitying tear.
[Buffalo Spectator.

Either exercise thy grace, or Satan will ex
ercise thy corruptions; as one bucket descends
the other rises.—Gurnall.

MISSIONARY.
From the Spirit of Missions.
“THE HEATHEN IN HIS BLINDNESS.”

THE OBSERVER.
GAMBIER, WEDNESDAY, JULY 13, 1836.
Spirit of Missions.— lhe/i/7/i number of this periodical
lias been received. It contains interesting reports from the
Secretaries, of their own doing3, and those of the two
Committees.

The Domestic Secretary was welcomed with much cor
diality at the south-west, and obtained substantial evidence
of the interest felt there in the cause of missions. His re

port contains much incidental information respecting that
section, as an encouraging field for missionary labors. A
journal of Bishop Otey’s late visit to the same region is
also given, containing many facts of a similar character
together going to show very clearly that in no quarter of
the land will the ministrations of the Episcopal Church he
welcomed more heartily, or be more likely to produce great
and permanent results,
The receipts into the treasury for the month of April,
show a steady and encouraging increase. They are as follows from the several Dioceses.__
For Domestic Missions
From Connecticut,
$138 32
New-York,
543 17
Pennsylvania,
68 50
New-Jersey,
10 00
South-Carolina» 355 00
Georgia,
294 00
Ohio,
10 50
Alabama,
2067 09
Michigan
9 00
Massachusetts,

For Foreign Missions.
$70 69
3,930 07
10 00

43 50

5 00

$3,495 58
Total,

04,059 26
$7,554 84

$1,500 of th® sum from the Diocese of New-York, for
foreign missions, were a donation from the American Tract
Society for the use of our Missionaries in Greece and China. The following are tile receipts from Ohio, as acknowedged-—-

List of Letters
Remaining in the Post-office at Gambier Quarter ending
June 30th 1836.
David Arninstrout, John Banington, C. P. Bucking
ham, John Caldwell, Hiram Colver, Luke Dorland, Wells
Dickson, Robert W. Douglass, Benjamin Ellis, William
Forester, Charles Foot, Henry Farmer, John Harrison,
David Hanna, David W. Hanna, John Harding, John
Marshall, Hannah McFarland, John Marlow, Samuel G.
Peppard, I'anny Randall, Nicholas Spindler, Thomas CThorton 2, It. J. Turnbull, John Whitmore, C. B.
Wolverton, Mansfield French, Col. H. H. Young, Sabin
Hough, William T. Giles.
M. T. C. WING, P. M.
Gambier, July ls<, 1836.—3t.

RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE.

Dkath of Mr. Nash---- The Rev. Daniel Nash, long
and well known, as a faithful missionary in Otsego county
For Domestic Missions, from Missionary So
and its vicinity, died suddenly, though not unexpectedly, of
the dropsy, on the fourth ultimo, at Burlington, in the coun
ciety of St. Luke’s Church, Granville, $5 00
ty above mentioned, at the age of seventy-three years and
FromW. S. Richards, Esq., of the same
seven days.
The Rev. Mr. Tiffany, of Cooperstown, we
place, his annual subscription,
5 00
learn, preached a very appropriate sermon at the time of his
From Harcourt Parish, Gambier, for Green
interment, which took place on the 7th.
We are authorized to say, that early attention will be
Bay Mission,
.
50—10 50
given to the preparation of a suitable account of the life
For Foreign Missions, by the hands of Rev.
and labors of this long lived and untiring servant of the
M. T. C. Wing, Treasurer, from Harcross.
Persons having letters or other papers of interest, in con
court Parish, Gambier, being the week
nection with the life of Mr. Nash, will confer a favor by
ly offerings for January, February and
conveying them at an early day, either to his son, Wm. C.
March :
1 Nash, East Richfield, Otsego county, or to the editor of the
I Messenger.—(UticaJ Gospel
For the Greek Mission,
3 42

For the school at Syra, 3 77
For general purposes,
11 61
For China Mission,
2 87
For Persian do.
16
From St. Philip's Church, Circleville, being weekly offer
ings—For Greek Mission,
9 50
For China Mission,
9 17
From a Friend in Granville, for the China Mission, through
the Rev. James D. Carder,
3 00— 43 50

My brethren,thousands and tens of thousands
are, at this very’ time, perishing in darkness and
ignorance. They know not the evil and the
guilt of sin, nor the punishment which awaits
it. They know not who made them; they never
heard the name of the blessed Jesus; they nev
er saw a Bible; they never heard the voice of
true prayer: they never breathed the language
of praise. Africa is said to contain thirty mil
The Duty of Giving Rightly Appreciated__ “The
lions of inhabitants, Asia is computed at five
following letter,” says the Charleston Gospel Messenger,
hundred millions. All these, with few excep
tions, are heathens or Mohammedans, sunk in “ from a layman in one of the cities visited by the Domes
profaneness, sensuality, idolatry and supersti tic Secretary, to the Bisbop of this Diocese, is an admira
tion. Yet, among these, there are some who ble exhibition of the true charity of the Gospel. Better
would earnestly “seek the Lord, if haply they comment, iliet e could not oe on that text ot Scripture, ‘ It
might feel after him, and find-him." They have is more blessed to give than to receive.’ The writer is as
been over heard, pouring forth in secret the abundant in the deeds as he is eloquent in the words of
agonies of their soul, and in the language of Christian love.”
spiritual distress and apprehension, entreating
I have great pleasure rin testifying to the amiable and
for mercy. In other instances, a blind terror winning manners of the Rev. Mr. Dorr. He has treated
the
subject of Missions in a manner calculated to bow all
of eternal destruction hath siezed them, and
minds, and to win all hearts, as his unexampled success in
they have submitted to excruciating tortures, collections bears him noble testimony. He placed his ap
from a deluded idea of making atonement for peal precisely on the right ground—on Christian ground—
to wit, that “none of us can or ought to live to ourselves.”
sin.
An occurrence in point to this remark, is re All who gave, gave cheerfully, and no murmurings and
complainings were heard afterwards. As for myself, I
ported by some, to have been witnessed by the think our Church should set an example of delicacy and
Rev. C. F. Swartz, many years a Missionary dignity in all appeals of the kind, such as become her pure
at Tanjore, under the venerable Society [Church and elevated character—that the world may see and acknow
of England] for promoting Christian Know ledge that the Church cannot descend to trick and artifice
ledge. A certain man on the Malabar coast, to obtain money : on the contrary that she will not conde 
scend to receive it even hut from those who feel that they
had inquired of various devotees and priests, are honored in being made stewards of the divine bounty.
how he might make atonement for his sin, and 1 would, dear Bishop, that the world could understand and
was at last directed to drive iron spikes, suffi appreciate the quotation you make from the Saviour’s lanciently blunted, through his sandals: on these I guage: “ It is more blessed to give than to receive.” I
bless God daily, that I have for years felt all the delight
spikes he was to place his naked feet, and to the command conveys; and now hear testimony, that the
walk about four hundred and eighty miles. If, most pleasurable emotions I have ever experienced, have
through loss of blood or weakness of body, he been derived from acts of dispensing to others those goods
was obliged to halt, he might wait for healing which a gracious Providence lias blessed me with. One
remark in relation to liberal giving, and I have done.
and strength to proceed. He undertook the more
I have always found that my means of giving, have out
journey, and while he halted under a large shady stripped the gifts. So true, again, is another remark of
tree where the Gospel was sometimes preached your former letter, that the flood gates of heaven are open
one of the Missionaries came, and preached to bless the liberal giver. In fact, the gracious providence
from these words, “The blood of Jesus Christ of God anticipates our desires; and as his yearning tender
ness reaches forth to embrace the returning penitent, in an
cleansethfront all sin.” While he was preach ticipation of his return, so his precious gifts of gold and
ing, the man rose up, threw off his torturing silver and other blessings, are poured forth in abundance
sandals, and cried out aloud. “This is what I into the bosom of the liberal, even before the occasion conies
want!”—And he became, by his faith and prac for their application.
Did the church abound with such “cheerful givers ” as
tice, a living witness that the blood of Jesus
this, the means and the faith for the world’s conversion
Christ does indeed cleanse from all sin.—Rev.
would not long ho wanting.
Basil Woodd.
THE GOSPEL MUST BE PREACHED.

sits in the house, and when he walks by the way, when he
lies down and when he rises up—plies him with “line
upon line, line upon line, precept upon precept, precept up
on precept”—has patience with his weakness, with his slow
ness of heart, with his impatience, with His perversity, with
his ingratitude—and supplicates, with fervent and contin
ual prayers, the blessing of that gracious Spirit who
alone can bless her care, and crown her toil with increase.
And now, tny reverend brethren, from the consideration
of the Church’s faithfulness in taking care of “little chil 
dren,” what can result, but the conviction of great respon
sibility! In vain her merciful provision, without hearts
that can appreciate and adopt it. In vain her admirable
plans, if there he not willing bands, to carry them out, and
to accomplish them. How shall we excuse ourselves, if,
with such provision and such plans as we possess, we fail
in our discharge of duty, and disappoint the Church’s
fondest hope ! How, at the last great day, shall we endure
it, when he who died for all the flock, as once he turned and
looked on Peter, shall turn and look on us, and ask, at our
hands, the Iamb3 our negligence has lost? Constrained by
these considerations, solicitous that in our pastoral office
we may all approve ourselves good shepherds, that so the
Saviour may be honored, the Church edified; the sheep
and lambs well fed, immortal souls reclaimed and sanctifi
ed and saved, and our account returned “with joy, and
not with grief,” I urge with the utmost earnestness,as wor
thy of your best attention, and certain to repay your great
est efforts, the catechetical instruction of the young, and,
in what follows of the present Charge, shall ask your in
terest in the inquiry, which I now propose, as to its exact
nature, its best method, and its manifold advantages.

The Church’s Care for little Children.—A copy of
Bishop Doane’s second Charge with this title has been re
ceived. We can now only say of it that it is a powerful
enforcement of the responsibility of the Church’s ministers
to care for the spiritual welfare of the children, based on
the Church’s faithfulness in providing the means thereof.—
We make the following brief extract as a specimen of the
Discourse—in which both these topics are happily intro

The following testimony to the truth that
the Gospel and the preachers of the Gospel,
should be sent together to the destitute, is found
in the twenty-fifth annual report of the Ameri
can Board of Commissioners for Foreign Mis
sions. The report says, under the head of the
Mission to Syria and the Holy Land, that “a
recent communication, having the sanction of duced.
Such is an outline, brief and rapid, of the beautiful and
all the members of the Mission, contains the
merciful provision by which the Church demonstrates and
following passage,which is practically important, exerts her C3re for little children. How true to nature!—
‘Experience has in a manner proved that, in How profound in philosophy? In piety how elevated!—
this country, at least, the mere circulation of How instinct with charity ! She “knows whereof we are
the Scriptures, is not of itself sufficient to pro made, and remembers that we are but dust.’ She sees that
duce the desired effect upon the people. A very “ of ourselves wo are not sufficient to any good thing, as of
ourselves.” She bears in mind that for the race of man,
considerable number of copies of the Scriptures so weak, so lost, so “dead in trespasses and sins,” the Sa
and that in all parts of the land from Aleppo viour died, that he might redeem them from all iniquity,
to Hebron and Gaza, have been put in circula and purify them to himself, as “a peculiar people, zealous
tion, and ten or twelve years use of them has of good works.” A work so great cannot begin too soon.
In such an enterprise, so mighty, so momentous, involving
not, to our knowledge, been the means of a sin the
eternal welfare of immortal souls, no moment must he
gle radical conversion of the soul unto God.— lost. In resisting the whole bent and bias of an evil nature
Not that the word of God has taken none effect, reclaiming it from the control and thraldom of a power to
not that it has done no good; but we state a fact which its will consents, transforming it—to use the only
and from it we draw the conclusion, that other word which tells us all—creating it anew, so that from be
ing sinful and loving sin, it shall become holy and in love
efforts ought to be connected with the Bible with holiness, there must he need of time, and influence,
distribution. So thick is the mental darkness and energy, and patience, and preseverance, and true love
on certain vital points, that all the rays of di that never fails nor falters, nor grows weary, and there
vine light scattered through the Bible need to needs above them and beyond them all, without which all
the rest are vain, the sanctifying grace of the divine and
be concentrated and thrown upon the dark spots holy Spirit. And she brings them all to hear—commences
until the wilfully blind shall be compelled to with the babe just horn—secures for him, while worldings
see. Nothing short of viva voce preaching seems would be caring for his fortune or his rank, a title to the
so likely to supply this desideratum, as the la purchase of the Cross, a portion in the heritage of heaven
—lays her wait for the first dawning of his moral nature,
bors of the Tract Society.’ ”
and has prepared her pious hymn and holy prayer, to catch
Tracts will not do the work. How shall they his infant heart—leads him gently by the hand to tender
| pastures and still waters—teaches him diligently, while he
hear without a preacher?—Spirit of Missions.

Clerical Changes.—The Rev. Dr. Mead has resigned
the rectorship of Trinity Church, Southwark.

Bishop White Prayer Book Society.—We are favor
ed in the receipt of the third Annual Report of this highly
efficient society. We pass over, for the present the princi
pal part of the report, which is interesting throughout, for
the purpose of presenting the following incidents. Many
persons in this part of the world, on reading them, will call
to mind, we are persuaded, not a few cases of a similar na
ture well calculated to show, that when the mind lays aside
its prejudices, and the heart is ready to respond to the languageof genuine devotion, nothing can he found so happi
ly arranged for the Christian’s aid as the liturgy. But we
will not, by our own remarks, .detain the reader from
the incidents alluded to. The language of the report
is: —
“The deep and earnest spirit of devotion which pervades
the prayer hook—the full recognition of the depravity and
hopelessness of man which is impressed on every page—and
the directness with which it points to the Lamb of God
who taketh away the sinsof the world, is well calculated to
arrest the attention of the reader, and render it an impor
tant auxiliary in the missionary enterprise. Facts illustra
tive of its usefulness in this respect, are of very frequent
occurrence. The gentleman, to whom were consigned the
books for distribution on the Ohio and Erie canal, observes
—‘It will he gratifying to the society to know, that all were
received—some cheerfully—a few gratefully. On one oc
casion, many inquiries were made, as to what kind of folks
Episcopalians were—they had never heard of them. At
another, several at once began to listen, while one read
some of its contents. Again—the hook was received with
the remarks—‘My mother belonged to this church,’—This
is the church in which 1 was baptised.’
“In a secluded part of Maryland, which had long been
deprived of the ministrations of our clergy, divine service
was restored after the lapse of many years. A Methodist
woman present, observing that the clergyman and congre
gation prayed out of a hook, arose and left the place in dis
pleasure. She was subsequently induced to go again, and
demeaned herself, on this occasion, more reverently. She
aftet wards visited the lady at whose invitation she had gone
in the first instance, and requested an explanation of the
order of the service, and to be permitted to stand by lier
for that purpose in church; where she finally became a con
stant worshipper, responding audibly, and performing the
part allotted to her with scrupulous exactness.
“The Rev. Mr. Clark, who moved the adoption .of the
report, related an anecdote, in confirmation of the opinion
above expressed, which may he appropriately recorded here.
Eighteen months ago, a few clergymen met to preach the
gospel, in the village of--------- , where there resided at that
time, only two or three Episcopalians. They carried with
them a number of prayer-books, several of which found
their way into a family , consisting of a brother and three
sisters. They remained with other hooks upon the mantle,
and remained unopened, until a minister of the church to
which the inmates nominally belonged, entered the house,
and observing the prayer hook, expressed his surprise that
it should be in their possession. ‘Do you know,’ said he,
‘what those people believe ?—look at their baptismal ser
vice, and you will find, that by sprinkling a little water
on an infant, it is, according to them, regenerated; then
turn to the order for confirmation, and you will perceive,
that the only thing necessary to complete the Christian, is
the imposition of the hands of the bishop, a few years lat
er!’ This remark induced the people to whom it was ad
dressed, to examine the prayer book for themselves. They
became Episcopalians,—others followed their example,—a
house of worship was soon erected, in which there are now
sixty communicants; and the very minister, whose observation may be said to have led to this result, is now applying for holy orders, in the church of which he spoke so in
juriously.”— Gospel Messenger.

The Churchman in noticing the return of the Bishop
The Rev. H. J. Whitehouse, D. D., has been called to to New York, sums up the amount of his travel and labors
St. Mark’s Church in the city of New York.
as embracing the following items. — In the space of 41 days
he had travelled more than 900 miles, making a fraction
On Sunday, the 19th ult., in St. Thomas’ Church, New short of 22 miles a day—t ost of the distance being by land
York, the bishop of the diocese admitted Pierre P. Irving in muddy roads, and much of the time rainy. Preached
to the order of deacons.
in 46 places 80 times, or twice every day, within one. Con
firmed 321 'persons on 36 occasions; consecrated four
Board of Missions.---- The Board of Missions of the churches, ordained three priests, and instituted three rec
Protestant Episcopal Church held its annual meeting in tors.—Ib.
New-York during the last week. We regret to learn that
the Rev. Dr. Milnor has resigned his office as foreign Sec
Theological Seminary.—The annual examination of
retary. It has, however, been his intention to do so at this
time. It is a matter for thankfulness that the Church has the General Theological Seminary of our Church has clos
ed
just in time to allow a brief space for saying that it has
enjoyed the benefit of his services in the incipiency of the
attended bv the Right Rev. Bishops Bowen, of Soutlinew missionary organization, when thev were neculiarlv been
o-.wii---,
n. v.'....ii, _r CuLHiececut, Vuderdonk, of Penn
nccueu io lay ouiuic plan ot future operations. The llev.
sylvania,
Onderdonk, of New York, Doane, of New-JerJohn A. Vaughan, of Salem, Massachusetts, has been ap
pointed to the office of Foreign Secretary. We believe sey, and Kemper, Missionary Bishop for Missouri and In
that the appointment gives very general satisfaction, and diana, and a number of clerical and lay trustees from vari
ous dioceses, and of other clergymen. There is a very
trust that it will be attended with the best results.
We understand that the Board directed The Spirit of general and happy consent in the opinion, that on no form
Missions to be committed to the direction of the Secreta er occasion have the examinations been more satisfactory,
ries. The adoption of this course we have always antici if as much so. There is every reason for an increase of
pated, as the only one by which its interests could he effi confidence of the whole Church in this seminary, as its best
source of the supply of able and efficient ministers of the
ciently promoted.
New Testament. — Churchman.
The two committees reported the receipt of nearly $50, ••
000 during the eight months previous to the meeting. It
Roberts’ Fund Society__ The Rev. Mr. Roberts, a
was announced at the meeting that one gentleman was
minister of the Baptist church, lately called a meeting of a
about to contribute 015,000 for the support of Domestic
few
individuals in Kentucky, and stated to them that it
Missions.—Episcopal Recorder.
was his design to go as a missionary to China; that it was
now his desire to invest a hoard of trustees, at some central
Michigan.—A majority of the Standing Committees
point in the Mississippi Valley, with suitable powers, as
have given their consent to the consecration of the Rev. S.
attorneys, to transact all his secular business, permanently,
A. McCoskry as bishop of Michigan. His consecration
will take place on Tuesday morning next, July 5th, in St. while he shall go to preach to the heathen; that he also de
sired that board to exercise all the functions of a missiona
Paul’s Church iri Philadelphia, service to commence at 10
ry society, through which any of his friends, or the friends
o’clock. We understand tb.it several of the Bishops who
were desirous to have a meeting of the Bishops (since the of the China Mission, might have the opportunity of aid
failure of the contemplated meeting) have written a letter ing that good cause; and that he bad chosen Louisville,
to the Bishop-elect of Michigan expressive of their feel  with New Albany, as a suitable point in the Mississippi
ings towards him, and that they were ready to welcome Valley for the location of said board of trustees and socie
tyhim into the Episcopate.--Ib.
lie then proceeded to read his power of attorney, includ
ing the nomination of his trustees, also, the Constitution
NOTICE.
of the Society. After which, tlie Society was organized by
Spirit of Missions---- The Board of Missions of the Pro the nomination of a Board of Directors, and the election
testant Episcopal Church, having devolved on the Secreta of the officers.
ries and General Agents of the Domestic and Foreign
At a subsequent meeting Mr. Roberts informed the
Committees, under the direction and control of each of Board that it was his wish now to resign his secular and all
said Committees in its appropriate departments, the duty his earthly concerns into the hands of this board, while he
of editing the periodical paper, entitled “The Spirit of Mis went and preached the gospel to the Chinese. That, as in
sions,” the undersigned respectfully solicit subscriptions the days of the apostles, he now wished to lay down all his
thereto from the members of the Church in the several dio earthly goods at the feet of this Board. Consequently,
ceses. They venture to express the hope that every pato- under the provisions of this fifth resolution, he subscribed
chial minister will consider himself a special agent for the thirty-one thousand dollars, and proceeded to deliver into
work, and take such measures as he may deem most expe the bauds of the Board, through the President, his money
dient to procure its general circulation among the members five hundred and fifty three dollars, a receipt for the collec
of his parish. The sixth numbei, being the first which tion of money, six hundred and fifty-eight dollars, and legal
has come under theii charge, is in a course of preparation, papers guaranteeing to this Board the payment of the pro
and will contain an abstract of the proceedings of the ceeds of his lands which lie in the state of Mississippi
Board ot Missions which held its annual meeting in this amounting to thirty thousand dollars.
city on the 22d of June ult. and continued by adjournment
In addition to this, he presented the names of some of
until the 28th.
his personal friends, the subscriptions annexed to which
The terms of subscription will he as heretofore, one dol amounted to three thousand four hundred and thirty-one
lar per annum, payable in advance, at tile publication office, dollars- The sum of the whole that is pledged or paid by
Protestant Episcopal Press, No. 46 Lumber-street
brother Roberts, his friends, the congregation in Louisville,
Benjamin Dorr,
and the congregation in New Albany, amounts, to thirtySec. and Gen. Agent of the Domestic Committee. five thousand seven huudred and fifteen dollars.—5. School
James Milnor,
Journal.
Sec. and Gen. Agent of the Foreign Committe.
Editors of Church Periodicals in the United States are
The London Christian Remembrancer announces the
respectfully requested to publish the above.---- Church deatli of the Rev. Dr. Valpy. “To deep classical learning
man.
he united the most extensive knowledge; habitually studi
ous, and having enjoyed the advantage of travelling in for
Board of Missions.—The annual sermon before the eign countries, his tact was very great iri communicating
Board of Missions was preached by Dr. Jarvis, according classical literature. H is powt rs of conversation were transto previous notice, in St Thomas's Church, on Sunday cendant. As a preacher, his eloquence was fervid and perevening last. In consequence of the extreme unfavor- suasive. He was often called into the service of the pub
ahleness of the weather, the congregation was small. In lic charities with great success; always devoted to genuine
addition, however, to the members of the Board, many of Christianity, his piety was sincere, kind, and unostentati
the clergy of the city, and from a distance, were present, by ous.”
whom the sermon was listened to with profound attention,
and lias been extolled in the highest terms. It was indeed
S U M M A R Y.
a remarkable production, distinguished for profound learn
ing and argumentative strength, as well as the classic ele
Colonization.— We are pleased to learn from the Newgance of its style. The leading design of the sermon was
to show the happy influence of the unity of the Church on Orleans Observer that energetic measures have been recent
the success of missions. The rapid and extensive diffusion ly taken in that city to carry out the plans of this truly be
Four thousand dollars have been
of the Gospel in the first three centuries was briefly descri nevolent institution.
bed, and the belief expressed that within this comparatively contributed to its funds within a few weeks, and the Execu
tive
Committee
of
the
State
Society have already authoriz
short period, Christianity was more widely promulgated
than it has ever been at any later time. The suspension of ed the Governor of Liberia to purchase a territory for them
its brilliant career was attributed chiefly to the origin and to be called '‘Louisiana in Liberia.’’ They have resolved
growth of schism, the causes and consequences of whilh to raise in five years $55,000. That they will raise this
were most ably developed. As the sermon is to he publish sum there is little reason to doubt as $30,000 has been al
ed we deem it unnecessary to go further into the details of ready left them in legacies.
In Mississippi also the prospects of this Society are
the argument; hut we cannot forbear the remark, that the
schismatical character of the Church of Rome has never, equally encouraging, A new territory is about to he pur
to our knowledge, been placed in a stronger or more con chased in Africa for theii benefit. Two legacies have re
vincing light. We await with impatience the publication cently been left to the Society in Mississippi, one estimated
of the sermon, not doubting that it will he received by the at $40,000, the other at 0400,000.
It is stated in the Journal of Commerce that the cause
public at large with the same gratification as it was by those
who enjoyed the privilege of hearing it. The evening ser of Colonization has never been so prosperous in New-5 or
vice on the occasion was read by the RcV. Dr. Henshaw of as at present, notwithstanding the efforts of the »bo ltionists to destroy it.
Baltimore.—Churchman,

JJ

To this we add, with peculiar pleasure, that an increas
ing zeal is manifested for this cause in Virginia. We learn
that the Board of Managers of the auxiliary recently form
ed in Norfolk, have resolved to raise the sum of $3,000 in
that borough. We applaud their zeal and wish them suc
cess. Surely vie ought to record our gratitude to God that
light so mild and safe is beginning to break in upon this
subject, until recently So dark—Southern Churchman.
Young Mens Colonization Society. — The first meeting
of the Young Men’s Colonization Society of the city of
New York was held on Tuesday evening. June 28, at the
chapel in Chatham street. The chair was taken at 8 o’clock,
by William H. Crosby, Esq., President of the Society, and
the meeting was opened with prayer by the Rev. Dr. De
Witt.
I he President read a letter from tho Hon. Theodore
Frelingbuysen expressiveof his regret that he was unable to
attend, and of his decided aprohation of the design ot tho
Society. Its design, as our readers are already apprised,
is to provide, in a permanent form, the means of education
in ourcolonyon the coast of Africa,by the establishment and
endowment of a college, and of the necessary preparatory
schools, for the instruction of African youth.-—New York
Observer.
Flag of the Union.—On and after the 4th of July (past)
the flag of the United States will be spangled with fwenty
six stars, two being added in consequence of the admission
of the States of Arkansas and Michigan jnto the Union.
In 1818, the number of States then being twenty, an act
was passed “that on the admission of every new state into
the Union, one star should he added to the Union of the
Flag; and that such addition shall take effect on the 4th
day of July, then succeeding such admission,” The thir
teen stripes, denoting the thirteen original states, were on
the admission of Vermont and Kentucky, increased to fif
teen, but as the number of states was further enlarged, it
was perceived that the flag would not, eventually, admit of
a stripe for each, and so an act was passed, fixing the num
ber at thirteen, as before. The last star added to the flag,
was on the 4th of July, 1822, in honor of the state of Mis
souri, which was admitted into the Union on the 10th
of August, 182-1. The star for Maine, was added on the
4th of July, 1820.
Lynching a Jerseyman in Georgia---- We learn from the
Newark Sentinel the following details of the disgraceful
treatment of the Rev. Aaron W. Kitchell, a native of New
Jersey, by the inhabitants of Hillsborough, Georgia.
Mr. K. had recently arrived at Hillsborough from'
Twiggs connty, and suspicion being excited of his being an
abolitionist, he was arrested and a public meeting called on
the 8th June, when on the testimony of Dr. B. R. Tho
mas that Mr. K. had been holding communication with
the black population, a committee was appointed “toreport a course of proceeding.” Their report was unani
mously adopted, recommending that in consequence of
their finding in his possession “sundry certificates and other
papers of a suspicious and spurious character,” which they
“have thought proper to retain,”—the committee recom
mend that “ the said Kitchell should be rode around the
village on a Rail with a band of all kinds of music, play
ing the Rogue's March,,—that his head should then be tarred
and feathered, and he again rode round the village as before—
that he should also leave the State within ten days from this
time, under the penalty of Lynch’s Law. This inhuman
proposal was accordingly executed.
The person who has thus suffered, says the Editor of the
Newark Sentinel, “is a native of Hanover, in Morris
county, and is a grandson, of the late honorable Aaron
Kitchell, for many years a distinguished Representative in
Congress from this State, and subsequently a member of
the United States Senate. He is a graduate of Prince
ton College ; a licentiate of the Theological Seminary, and
a young man of distinguished worth; amiable, unassum
ing, and we hesitate not to believe unoffending. A friend
who has an intimate knowledge of his whole history, says,
there is nothing obtrusive or offensive in his manners or
sentiments on any subj-ct; and moreover, that when he left
home a year ago, he was decidedly opposed to the views of
the Abolitionists as a party.”
This conduct, we are glad to find, excites universal in
dignation ; the enquiry is made : Will it not occupy the
attention of the Governor of New-Jersey? Will he not
demand the interposition of the civil authority of Geor
gia?—New- York Observer,

The Falls at Auction__ We take it for granted that every
bodv has read the anecdote of that matter-of-fact and cal

culating citizen, WHO, in viewing tne rails of Niagara, for

the first time, could think of no better exclamation where
with to express his sentiments, than the undeniable remark
that there was a capital site fora cotton manufactory. His
idea is about to be realized, and something more. A large
portion of the village of Niagara Falls is to he sold at
auction on the 2d of August, at the Eagle Hotel in the
village aforesaid ; and one of the inducements held out to
purchasers is the admirable adaptation ol the localities for
mill seats and hydraulic operations. And after all, there
is no good reason why it should not he so.
Ibis is the
age of utility, videlicet money-making; and we know of no
sufficient argument to except any work of nature, however
stupendous and magnificent, from the universal law that all
must work—all be turned to the best account; id est, the
most profitable.
But independently of the mill seats afid hydraulic op
erations, the temptations to buy are'very strong. The
neighborhood abounds with admirable situations for resi
dence; the communieation with thriving seaports in all di
rections is rapid and convenient; the country is fertile and
improving with almost unheard of celerity; the climate is
said to be eminently salubrious; and to sum up all in lit
tle space, the ways arid means of getting rich are as abun
dant and available there, probably, as in any other portion
of this wonderful country, in no part of which, scarcely can
men fail to grow rich if they mind their business and for
swear tobacco, alcohol, and politics.—N Y. Commercial
Advertiser.
Austrian Horror of Republics.—In the small newspapers
circulated by the Austrian Government in Italy, our con
federacy is represented on the eve of breaking up, the pub
lic disturbances being so great as no longer to admit of con
trol. Great exultation is expressed at the complete failure
of the attempt at self-government, and the Emperor of
Austria, it is said, has seized this occasion to inspire his
Italian subjects with a horror of all republican institutions,
by making it optional with some state prisoners in Italy—
whether they will choose the punishment of death al home,
or banishment to the United States.—N. Y. Obs.

The Bank of the U. States has, in compliance with a
memorial of the citizens of Pittsburg, established a Branch
of the Institution at that place, which will go into imme
diate operation.
The Directors of the Illinois and Michigan Canal have
determined that the Canal shall be thirty-six feet wide on
the bottom, sixty feet on the surface, and six feet deep.—
No spirituous liquors are to he used by the laborers on the
work.

Wintringer and Longer, accused of the murder of Cris
man, at Wheeling, have been convicted, and sentenced for
execution Aug. 15.
President Wayland has been appointed to deliver the
Phi Beta Kappa oration at Cambridge at the anniversary
in August, and Dr. Holmes, of Cambridge, the poem.
The Chevalier Sigismond Neukomm, the nephew of
Haydn, the author of the admired oratorio of David, and
the most distinguished living composer of music of the
elevated sacred style, has accepted an invitation from the
Boston Academy to visit this country, and is expected to
arrive early in the autumn.

Shoe and Leather Business.—It is estimated that the'exports of boots and shoes from the State of Massachusetts
for the present year, will amount to the enormous sum of
100,000,000. Of this Lynn will do a tenth part, and Ha
verhill will rank next. The whole amount of the annual
business in leather, is computed by the Boston Post to
amount to $30,000,000—almost equal to half the value of
the entire cotton crop of the United States.
The Mormons are said to he preparing for another at
tack on Jackson county, the scene of their former disastrous
re arming,
arming, to the number of l,a00 or 2,000
defeat. They are
men
Public School Society.—the last annual report it ap
pears that the number of white children m the public
schools of this citv is 12,118; besides which 661 have at
tended evening schools. I he schools set apart for colored
children contain 1,171 scholars.—N. F. Churchman.
Out of 119 new companies started this year in London,
4,1 are mining, 85 for rail-ways, and 43 miscellaneous.__
Total capital 56 millions sterling.
The work entitled
vertised for sale in a
to contain offensive
whole edition will be

“Tales of the Woods and Fields,” adCharleston, S. C. paper, being found
matter of the abolition stamp, the
forthwith sent back to New York.
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When your children come home, too, you
put a book of your on n selection in their hands,
or even many such books, and they read them
From the British Magazine.
with pleasure and personal advantage. Still,
THE CHURCHMAN’S SUNDAY.
after all this, never one day forget that the first
book they read, nay, that which they continue
Sweat day, let not the
f^j^reproof,
to read, and by far the most influential, is that
Come over thy calm br.gb «
And pale remorse and sa.J.w
of their parents’ example and daily deportment.
Let nought of *orl^ly £,e tl)OU dost wear;
If this should be disregarded by you or even
RlSe robe"hoJ wear’s! is all celestial woof.
forgotten, then be not at all surprised when you
,he
zrave
with
J
esus
.
Heaven
s
blue
roof
Come fromjhe g
of
find at another day, to your sorrow and vexa
tion, and the interruption of your business,if not
^I^fairer. On thy calm and glassy floor
the loss of all your domestic peace and harmo
5Ve sit, in commune sweet, thy riches blest
ny, that your children only kno v the right way,
Recounting, and forget that we are poor.
Bet us be bright to meet thee, angel guest,
but still follow the wrong.

POETRY.

With contemplations of enduring rest;
And with thee listen at the heavenly door.

JUVENILE.

THE TOMB OF LAZARUS.

GRIEVE NOT THE SPIRIT.

Sing the Redeemer’s saving might!
The crowd aghast at the dread sight,
. A buried man burst forth to light,
Again to run
Our weary round of day and night.
And .see the sun!
He whose blest roof to Christ supplies
Shelter and kindly ministries,

Deep tn the rock he buried lies—
Buried and gone!
Corruption’s prey, hid from our eyes
In the cold stone.

Worship, and love, and faaltering fear,
And hope awake—Hadst thou been here,
We had not mourned a brother s bier ;
And well we know
Whate’er thou askest God will hear

Yea, even now.
Lord, art thou weeping for thy frien^>
Whom death again to life shall lend?
Or doth it not in pity rend
Thy heart in twain
To thiuk so many have an end,
Nor rise again ?

[76.

parental
BEGIN DISCIPLINE EARLY.

jVfrg. w.—As I am the mother of nine chil
dren I know something of the trials and difficul
ties of managing a large family. For the bene
fit of young mothers, I should like to state some
thing"! know from my own experience, that al
most every thing depends upon the fact that
mothers begin early to subdue the tempers of
their children, whether they have much or little
trouble with them through life.
A mother cannot commence too early to sub
due the will of her child: and when she once
undertakes, she should never yield till she has
made them submit to her authority. I once
bad a contest with one of my children at the
age of ten months. She had been accustomed
to be rocked to sleep in my arms, I determined
to break up this habit; I therefore placed her
in a cradle, awake; I rocked her for some time
—she cried violently, but as I thought she was
old enough to understand me, and to give up
her wishes and her will to mine, I continued
rocking her till she ft 11 asleep. At first I heart
ily repented that I had undertaken a task so
unpleasant, but from this time I had very little
difficulty in subduing her; ever after, she would
lie quietly, and go to sleep in her cradle.
I had a little one ot four years, that would
fre<ju«n.tiy ropoat
followine lines very pret
tily;

“Solomon speaks, his words arc mild,
Spare the rod, and spoil the child,
No, dear mother, don’t do so,
But whip me well, and let ine go.”

The rod, I know, is sometimes necessary;—
but I do not approve of it; except when other
means would be ineffectual; but do not fail to
give your child the punishment you promise;
evenifit should be a whipping; otherwise you
will teach it by your own example, to tell false
hoods.
I have now a little one, about two years old.
—1 usually punish her by putting her into a
closet.—Ido not approve of shutting up little
children in the dark, for this is apt to frighten
them. I have a large pantry which has a win
dow in it, and when she is disobedient or naugh
ty, I say, “E. you may go into the pantry, and
stay there till you are a good girl.” I have
sometimes asked her while there, “Will you be
good?” She will answer me “No,” and contin
ue there till she has made up her mind to do
right; and as I always leave the door unlatched
she will come peeping out, laughing and saying
“Ma, E. is a good girl now.” She will often
come and kiss me, and thanking me for making
her good, adding, “Dear mother, I feel better
than when I was naughty and crying.” I then
tell her that she will always find that the way
to be happy is to he good. The sooner mothers
begin to impress this moral lesson upon the
minds and hearts of their children the better.—
May the Lord continue to bless your efforts to
the good of mothers and children.—Mother’s
Magazine.
From Anderson’s Book for Parents.
WHAT WILL EDUCATE THESE CHILDREN?

Mothers, your example will educate them—
your conversation with your friends—the busi
ness they see you transact—the likings and dislikings you express—these will educate them ;
the society, you live in will educate them—
your domestics will educate them ; and what
ever be your rank or situation in life, your home,
your table, and your behaviour there—these
will educate them. To withdraw them from
the unceasing and potent influence of these
things is impossible: except you were to
withdraw yourselves from them also. Some
parents talk of beginning the education of their
children, the moment they were capable of
forming an idea, their education was already
begun—the education ot circumstances, insen
sible education, which, like insensible perspira
tion, is of more constant and powerful effect,
and of far more consequence to the habit, than
that which is direct and apparent. This edu
cation goes on at every instant of time; it goes
on like time—you can neither stop nor turn its
course. Whatever these, then have a tendency
to make your children, that, in a great degree,
you at least should be persuaded they will

Amelia, a young lady of my acquaintance,
left the parental roof at an early age, and
soon after she entertained a hope in Christ, she
went to finish her education at a boarding
school. On her arrival at her new place of re
sidence, you will readily conceive she found
new and peculiar trials in the new companions
and duties with which she became necessarily
connected. It produced a momentary struggle
of mingled and various emotions. With her
religion, religious duties, and religious charac
ter on one hand, and the world with its various
and counteracting influences, on the other, she
was brought to a stand—but she did not allow
herself to hesitate. Un the first morning after
her arrival, she with great civility, but firm de
termination, proposed to her room mates to al
low her the undisturbed occupancy of the cham
ber at a certain hour in the morning. It was
granted. The struggle was over. She was a
praying young lady. Here she was strengthen
ed, and prepared to exert a most happy influ
ence as well as to feel the blessing of commu
nion with God. What an influence was exert
ed by the decision of that hour. At the early
age oftw«nty-two, I saw this young lady breathe
out her soul in a most happy and triumphant
death, after a short life of great purity and de
votion.
Now look at the contrast of this picture in
the story of Florida, related to me as a fact by
another. It concerns a young lady whose mind
was awakened during a religious revival at a
boarding school. She became serious, deeply
serious. She even, I believe, entertained a hope
Soon she returned to her home again. There
was an assemblage of her former companions for
gay amusement!—for a ball. She was invited
—declined—was urged---- importuned.
Con
science spoke, and she persisted in her refusal.
At length her father, yes her own father, advis
ed her to go and to continue her intercourse
with her former companions. She declined.—
He urged it—no, she could not go. He would
have enforced his wishes by authority, but that
would not do. He employed this expedient.—
He promised her the most costly dress that
could be purchased to deck her person, if she
would consent. The expedient succeeded.—
The dress was procured; she appeared that night
in all the superiority and pride which it gave to
her person. But it was the winding sheet to
all her religious feelings and hopes. They fled
from that hour; they never returned. Agitateu
and oppressed, she soon sunk into disease. She
was laid on her death bed. She called her fa
ther; “Father,” said she “bring my gay dress.”
It was brought. “Hang it there before me.”
It was so suspended. With her eyes steadily
fixed on that trifle, she said; ‘'Father, see there
the price of my soul" and she died.—Buffalo
Spectator.
From the Sabbath School Visiter.
CONFESSIONS OF CRIMINALS; OR DREADFUL
END OF DISOBEDIENCE TO PARENTS.

Cotton Mather, in his Magnalia, gives a brief
history of several criminals who were executed
in New England, during the seventeenth centu
ry, for capital crimes. In the dying confessions
of Jive of these criminals disobedience to par
ents is represented as the chief cause of their
dreadful end.
A MAN EXECUTED AT BOSTON,

1674.

My disobedience to my parents brought this
misery upon me. My father gave me good in
structions when I was a child; but I regarded
them not. I would not go to school, when my
father would have sent me to it. I would not
go to a trade, when my father would have put
me to one. After my father’s death I would,
not be subject to them that had the care of me’
I ran away from them; and after that I ran away
from several masters. Thus Inn into the jaws
of death.
A MAN EXECUTED AT BOSTON,

1681.

This man had been wicked overmuch. His
parents were godly persons; but he was a
child of Belial. He began early to shake off his
obedience unto them,-, and early had a crime laid
to his charge. After which, he fled into a dis
solute corner of the land whereof it might be
said, Surely thefear of God is not in this place.
I he instances of his impiety grew so numerous
and prodigious, that the wrath of God could
bear no longer with him ; he was ripened for the
gallows.
A YOUNG WOMAN EXECUTED AT BOSTON,

1695.

I believe the chief thing that hath brought
me into my present condition, is, my disobedience
to my parents. I despised all their godly coun
sels and reproofs; and I was always of a haugh
ty, stubborn spirit. So that now I am become
a dreadful instance of the curse of God belong
ing to disobedient children. I must bewail this
also, that although J was baptised, yet when I
grew up, I forgot the bonds that were laid upon
me to be the Lord’s. Had I given myself to
God, as soon as I was capable to consider that
I had been, in baptism, set apart for him, how
happy I had been; It was my delay to repent
of my former sins, that provoked God to
leave me unto the crimes for which I am now
to die.
A YOUNG WOMAN EXECUTED AT SPRINGFIELD,

1698.

Her despising the continual counselsand war
You may engage teachers as numerous as nings of her godly father-in-law, laid the foun
you please, to instruct your children, in things dation of her destruction.
use u and praiseworthy, in their own place ; A YOUNG WOMAN EXECUTED AT BOSTON, 1698.
tu„n/fU mu.St y
order of nature, educate
'Ibis person came to an ignominious death
.
“i T'"’
you lend your on the gallows, at the early age of nineteen__
children to another school nnri
»
in the whole neighborhood. X cha ecu,“f We extract the following remarks from the ser
mon preached on the day of her execution.
“But the chief sin of which this chief of sin
ners now cries out, is, her undutful carriage to

TJ

wards her parents. Her language and her carn
age towards her parents, were indeed such, that
they hardly durst speak to her ; but when they
durst, they often told her it would come to
this. They indeed, with bleeding hearts, have
now forgiven thy rebellions. Ah, Sarah, mayest thou cry unto the God of heaven to forgive
thee!”
In view of the sin and the consequences of
disobedience to parents, as illustrated in the dread
ful end of these five unhappy persons, we warn
our young friends to beware how they trifle
with parental authority. God gave this author
ity to your parents, to be exercised in restrain
ing you from sin; and those parents who neg
lect to exercise it—and those children who tri
fle with it, sin against God, expose themselves
to sorrow and trouble in this world, and en
danger the happiness of their souls for eterni
ty. “Children, obey your parents in all things ;
that it may be well with thee, and that thou
mayest/ive long on the earth.”
Parents, if
your children “make themselvs vile,” restrain
them, and “bring them up in the nurture and
admonition of the Lord.”

TEMPE R A N C E.
From the Salem Landmark.
RUM AND TOM PAINE.

Last week a man called at my store, in this
city, and inquired if I sold provisions, and then
if I sold refreshments. He laid down his bun
dle, and said he felt cold and chilly—that he
had lately come into town, had walked a long
distance, &c. He gave evidence that intelli
gence had dwelt within, but was then in a dis
ordered state. He soon made me understand
that the refreshment he wanted was rum. He
was told that he needed food to eat, and had
drunk too much. He frankly confessed it, and
said, “I acknowledge before you and that gen
tleman who stands yonder, that I have drunk a
little too much: but I take it for granted that
you belong to the cold water society.”
“Yes, I belong to the temperance society.”
“Well,” said he, “lean soon convince you
that signing a pledge is of no use. If you are
temperate, signing a pledge will not make you
any more than temperate, and only show your
weakness.— Alcohol was made to drink; if you
examine from Genesis to Revelation, it will
show that it is right to drink it. I have Tom
Paine’s works with me, he, you know, was a
great philosopher, his reasoning will do away
your temperance pledges, and confound your
ideas.”

From his appearance, he had once seen bet
ter days: but now the noble image was debased;
alcohol and infidelity, the firm that does busi
ness toa great extent, had made sure of their
victim. Their officer, no doubt will soon be af
ter him. He will be “cast into prison until he
pays the uttermost farthing.” As he was gath
ering up to go, his loose bundle gave away,
and his bottle that held the poison from the dis
tillery, and the Age of Reason, rolled out.
Naumkeag.

MISCELLANY.
,Olden Time.—The following is a literal copy
of a sentence pronounced oy the Court held
at Ipswich on the 24th September, 1667, for a
gross violation of the laws of humanity :
Robert Crose for his barbarious and inhuman
act in Diging up the corpse of the Sagamore of
Agawam and caryeing his Scull upon a pole,the
sentence of the Court is that he shall be im
prisoned until the next lecture Day and then
imediately after meeting to Sitt in the Stocks
for one houre and from thence to be conveighed
to prision there to remaine till he hath pay’d a
fine of twenty nobles and given security for the
good behaviour in the some of £20 with Surety
ten pound apees. It is further ordered that
within ten days after he shall bury the Scull and
all the bones that can be found or brought to
him and erect a cover of stones upon it 2 foot
hygh or otherwise to pay a further fine of twen
ty nobles. Wherein John Andrews jun. is to
assist him when cald to it by him under the like
penalty.
John Andrews Jun. haveing upon examina
tion freely acknowledged the offence charged
upon him The sentence of the Court is that he
shall be admonished and make a publique ac
knowledgement the next lecture day in publi
que in the meeting house make this publique acknowledgm’t now enjoyned viz the court being
present and read to him and by him acknowl
edged or elce to pay a fine of twenty nobles
and alsoe to assist Robert Crose in making up
the Sagamore’s tombe when cald to by him__
Landmark.

Contrivances of Ants.—A gentleman of
unimpeachable veracity,remarked to us the oth
er day, that while in the Island of St. Croix, he
instituied several experiments with reference to
ascertaining the truth, of what he had been oft
en told, of the ingenuity and apparent reason
ings of the ant, of that beautiful Island. Hav
ing slain a centipede, which had been sent him
by a friend, he laid it on the window stool with
in his apartment, where, though not a single
individual of that mischievous race of vermin
had been seen, to his great gratification, in the
course of a few hours, one solitary ant suddenly
made his appearance through a crevice in the
casing, attracted, probably, by the odour of the
dead body. Shortly after, having surveyed the
premises, it disappeared, but speedily returned
with a host of companions, to whom the discov
ery of the prize had unquestionably been com
municated; a more careful survey of the mag
nitude of the object was evidently instituted.—
The whole company then disappeared simulta
neously through the crack ; but an army was
put in requisition, for the third appearance was
a multitude. Having mounted the carcass, ex
amined minutely its exact position and satisfied
themselves that it was actually bereft of life,
and that no danger would be incurred from their
premeditated operations, a new and unlooked
for series of labours were commenced, bearing
such a striking analogy to human reason, as
manifested in what is commonly called contri
vance, that if there is intelligence in it,—why
the metaphysicians have in reservation an unex
plored field of observation. Well, not being
ablo to move the mass entire they divided
themselves into platoons, and cut the body into
portions, of about half an inch in length, which
was effectually and skilfully done, between a

late hour in the afternoon and the following
night, and each piece transferred to their cita
del, through some contiguous aperture of suffi
cient diameter to allow the loads to pass. When
the observer arose at day light, every part had
been carried away but the head, which was
really moving off towards the hole, surrounded
by an immense concourse of admiring specta
tors, probably on the qui vive, happy in the de
lightful anticipation ot future feasts and revellings. On further scrutiny, he found that the
decapitated head was mounted on the backs of
about a dozen bearers, who like a Roman
phalanx with a testudo upon their shoulders,
were marching off in an orderly manner,towards
the same orifice through which all the rest had
disappeared.—Scientific Tracts.
From the Knickerbocker.
A SCENE IN AN INDIAN VILLAGE.
BY T. S. M’KENNY.

The treaty of 1827 was concluded. The Commission
ers and a part of their military escort, together with some
of our attendants and subordinate officers, were yet on the
ground, all, however, preparing for a descent of the river to
the Menomine Village. Every thing was bustle and confiD
sion. The Indians were, in great numbers, preparing to
depart to their respective villages; the children were cry
ing, the dogs were barking; canoes, partly laden with the
gifts of the Commissioners, consisting of pork, flour, blan
kets, calicoes, &c., were floating on the river, held by the
hands of little Indian girls, or squaws, far enough to keep
them above the pebbles and rocks beneath. These frail
vessels being made of birch bark, will not endure a contact
with hard substances. At this moment, and when in a few
hours the ground that bad been covered with lodges and
tents, and trodden by thousands of Indians’ feet, and by
hundreds of the feet of the white man, was to be left si
lent, desolate, dreary,—with no marks of its having been
occupied, save the green boughs which covered the earth
within the wigwams, the poles which furnished the frame
for this frail tenement, the straw upon which the soldier
had reposed himself, and the smoke of the cooking fires not
yet extinguished. At this moment, I say, when I was in
my tent folding up my papers, and preparing to embark in
my canoe, I heard a scream ! It was immediately followed
by a rush to the spot of hundreds of Indians, by the whites
yet remaining on the ground, and by voices and screams
mingled in great confusion. The original shriek was in
stantly repeated, and echoed, by female voices. By this
time, I was at the door of my tent, and seeing through
the crowd of Indians, that had now become dense, an arm
raised high above the heads of the agitated spectators, with
a knife firmly grasped by the handle, I rushed to the spot,
where I was met at the same instant, by Maj. R. A. F------ ,
who at the moment when the knife was descending (being
a few feet in advance of me, although approaching by an
other direction) with one blow of his fist brought to the
ground the murderous holder. There stood a squaw, bleed
ing and trembling, with the muscles of both shoulders cut,
and so feeble as to be scarcely able to stand. She was the
mother of the Indian’s wife who had thus lacerated her,
and her arms being now disabled, would have fallen a vic
tim to this man’s cruelty, but for the timely aid afforded
her. The knife had already descended twice. In her
hand she held a paddle, but this fell with the disabling gash
inflicted by the first blow. Her other arm being raised to
ward off the second stroke, received in nearly the same
place as the first, the blow of the assailant. It was when
these were given that her screams were uttered,—and then
the bosom of the meditated victim,with no arms to screen it,
was open to the third, which would have proved, but for
seasonable interference, the mortal stroke.
I immediately ordered a file of men to take the culprit,
out cf whose nose, mouth and ears, the blood had been
forced by the blow be bad received, and keep him secure,
until it should be decided what sort of punishment
could he infl'eted upon hint- There was no excuse for the
outrage. No offence had been given. The mother, who
was one of the best looking squaws on the ground, bad
done nothing more than to importune her son-in-law not
to retire into the woods, where some villians had conveyed
some barrels of liquor, but to get into the canoe, which
was then held by the band of his wife, and was all ready
for a start r-nrageu at mis luiei fbi ence. lie seized, and
as lias been stated, attempted to kill bis victim.
The great body of the Indians retired in different direc
tions, iu sullen mood. Mutterings were heard in every
quarter. The soldiers escorted tile bloody-minded savage
to a log house in which our provisions had been kept, while
I took the squaw in charge, to employ the necessary means
for a cure of her deep and wide-gaping wounds. Our doc
tors had gone down the river, and I was the only one pre
sent who had any knowledge of the urgent necessities of
the occasion. But with the doctor had gone our medicine
chest, with the appropriate instruments, and sticking plas
ters, lint, &c. 1 resorted to my trunk, however, in which,
fortunately I had some needles and thread; which every
voyager in those regions finds it necessary to take with
him. These, with a free use of one of my linens, a cou
ple of handkerchiefs, and a small portion of laudanum,
which a friend had with him, were my only means. I
united, by the aid of the first, portions of the several mus
cles; and with the help of the laudanum, a little maple su
gar, lint and bandages, went through the operation with all
the skill I was master of. All that was left was advice,—
and that was, that she should keep her arms still, and in the
position which I had placed them; to avoid using the pad
dle, and indeed exercise of any sort, until she could get
to the Menomine Village, distant thirty-five miles, where a
more skilful operator would attend upon her case. Suffice
it to say she entirely recovered.
The next question to be decided was, what was the pun
ishment that such an outrage called for, and under what
form should it be inflicted? It would never do to leave
that region,and the Indians present,underthe bdieftliat such
conduct would be permitted,and especially was it due to the
Indian women to use the occasion in such a way, as to raise
them from that degraded subordination in which they were
held. The murmuring among the Indians continued to
increase. We could hear them whetting their knives, and
denying our right to interpose. They said: ‘An Indian
man has a right to kill a woman, and no white man shall
interfere.’ The Indian character was understood, how
ever, and instead of yielding to such implied threats, we
took still higher ground, and told them in reply, ‘he should
be punished.’
The question again recurred, ‘What shall be the punish
ment!’ when the elder and more experienced commission
er said, ‘Let's make a woman of him!' It was instantly
decided to do so. The ceremonies of this operation were
put immediately on foot. Interpreters were sent out to
call in all the Indians,—men, women and children,—with
directions for them to form around “Le Buttedes Morts.”
In a short time they all came trooping ‘like chickens to a
housewife’s call.” The squaws trode the ground with new
dignity,—the tnen looked scowling and lowering. The
firstcame with lively and elastic tread,—the last with sullen
stubborness. The eyes of the one beamed with gladness
and hope,—those of the others looked wild and wicked.
The children caught the inspiration of the mothers, and
the very dogs barked with joy. They all heard that the
murderer, (in intent) was to be punished, and punished
too, for even an attempt to kill a woman?”—a right the
men considered to be as sacred as was their right to their
falls and rivers.
All hands now being present, orders were given to bring
out the culprit.
He was escorted to the top of the
mound, and placed with his back against the flag-staff.—
He was perfectly indifferent to his fate; though he knew
not what that was to be. He stood unmoved. Not a
muscle trembled, nor a breath beyond ordinary respiration
moved his bosom. He surveyed the multitude with the
most perfect indifference.
The attention of the concourse was now called, when a
friendly Indian, stepping up, whispered, ‘They’ll kill you?’
Ho was told audibly, we had no fears. We should do
what we had determined to do, happen what might. At
tention was again requiredwhen the elder conTmissioner
as had been agreed on, spoke through the mouths of four
interpreters, (there being four or five deputations of tribes
present,) and explained the outrage and its cause. He
then told them in what high lespect woman was held amoim
the white people, and said: “He among us who would act
thus, would be looked upon as a dog,—even worse and
more degraded than a woman, and would be punished for
it. He then proceeded, ‘We have determined to punish
this man; we will make a woman of him! Whereupon the
women’s eyes beamed with exultation, and a shiver of dpL
light, the result of elevated feelings, was felt to run through
their ranks, while the men as before, gave signs of deep a“
itation and revenge.
”

A couple of our canoe men, were then called, and told
to begin the ceremony. It consisted in stripping the cul

prit of his ornaments—-his legging and all the exterior ap
pendages of his sex—and in putting on him an old worn
out petticoat, that had seen the service of some dozen win
ters. This being done, 1 took bis band, and unclasping
the fingers in which he yet grasped the knife, i took it
from him. I held it up, and said: ‘This is the knife that
has been used in the attempt to kill.” I then drove the
blade into the flag-staff, and breaking it oft) I replaced the
handle in his hand, and holding up his arm, in view of all
added: ‘This is all the knife he shall carry for the rest of
his days.” Two boatmen were then ordered to take him
by the shoulders, and run him down the mound, and on
ward to his half-covered lodge; while an interpreter
was directed to follow him, and report what he should
say.
On reaching the door of the lodge, he fell in, face fore
most. He breathed hard and heavily, and presently mut
tered; ‘I wish they had shot me! I suppose that was
what they intended. I went out to be shot.
I am now a
dog. 'I'm a woman/’ He would then breathe hard again
and repeat in substance, this wailing over Ills fate.
Soon after, we all separated. I have heard since of our
man-woman. He is shunned and hated,—is admitted to
neither the council nor the chase. But is appointed to the
duties of the lodge, to paddle the canoes, and put up lodges,
in fact, to endure all the drudgery and degradation of a
squaw.
It was hoped that by such a procedure, the hard fate of
the Indian woman could be softened—that her labors might
be lessened and that she would rise in the scale of moral
and social worth. I am not without hope that, to a cer
tain extent at least, the lesson was a wholesome one.__
Certain it is, the women contemplated the interference aa
a new era in their destiny,—and with feelings of joy and
gladness that some power had at last been employed in their
behalf.
Perilous Affair with a Turtle__ In the small island
of Ashtola, lying about twelve miles from the coast of
Mekran, on the north-east side of the gulf, a party went
on shore one night for the purpose of catching turtle.—
We left the ship at sunset, and reached the shore about
dark, then hauled the boat upon the beach ; and when
this was done, formed ourselves into two distinct parties,
and dispersed to different parts along the beach. Having
reached the place where we thought it likely that the tur
tle would land, we lay down, keeping a sharp look out and
making as little noise as possible. The moon had risen
some time, and was shedding her silvery rays on those de
solate regions ; the opposite coast in the distance, which is
very mountainous, and the ship riding at anchor, had to
gether a most beautiful effect; the sea was calm, and every
thing appeared to be sleeping in the stillness of the night,
and not a whisper being heard among the party—the surf
dashing against the rocks alone breaking the silence of the
scene. We were thus all in anxious expectation of the ap
pearance of the turtle; and six bells had just struck on
board—that is, it was eleven o’clock, P. M., when we saw
the first, to our great delight, coming on shore just oppo
site us. It looked like a black rock moving slowly and
steadily out of the water. We did not interrupt its pro
gress until it had got some distance upon the beach, when
a rush was made towards it, and it was immediately turned
over on its hack, without giving it time either to defend it
self or blind its assailants by throwing the sand with its
flippers or fins, which they do with such force that it is al
most dangerous to come near them. Jt took six stout men
thus to turn the largest that we caught; and the following
incident will further show the immense strength of these
animals. One of our men, the gunner, wandered away by
himself to the Further end of the beach, where he thought
to have all the sport to himself) not doubting for a moment
that he would be able to turn any turtle which he found ;
but, on the contrary, to his surprise, not being absent long
before espying a large one making towards the beach, he
allowed it to come up tome way, and then ran over to it
and attempted to turn it. All his endeavors however were
fruitless—and by some means he got his hand between the
shell and the neck, which the animal, by drawing in its
head, jammed and held there so tight that lie could not
withdraw it. The turtle began to crawl towards the sea,
dragging the man with it; and lie was in imminent dan
ger of being carried oft’, when he began to call for assist
ance. We were alarmed at the cries, thinking some acci
dent had happened, and immediately ran towards the place
from which the sound had proceeded, where we arrived
just in time to save the poor fellow from a watery grave.
1’bo turtle was c/ose to the edge of the sea, anti was carry
ing him off as if he were nothing—nor was it witliout some
difficulty that wc released him from his perilous situation__
dragged the turtle above the high-water mark and turning
it over. . I he man got oft with only a few bruises, but was
much frightened—and we all had a good laugh at him for
his adventure.—Kempstone's Journal.

Wood Polishing---- The Persians have introduced an
entirely new mode of polishing, which is to wood precise
ly what plating is to metal. Water may be spilled on it
without staining, and it resists scratching in the same de
gree with marble. The receipt for making it is ns fol
lows.—
To one pint of spirits of wine, add half an ounce of gum
shellack, half an ounce of gumlauk, half an ounce of gum
sundrick, placing it over a gentle heat, frequently agitat
ing it until the gums are dissolved, when it is fit for use.
Make a roller of list, put a little of the polish upon it,
and cover that with asoft linen rag, which must be slightly
touched with cold drawn linseed oil. Rub them in the
wood in a circular direction, not covering too large a space
at a time, till the pores of the wood are sufficiently filled
up. After this, rub in the same manner spirits of wine
with a small portion of the polish added to it, and a most
brilliant polish will be produced. If the outside has been
previously polished with wax, it will be necessary to clean
is off with glass paper..— Cleveland Mas.

Thoroughfare.—In consequence of a bet, it has lately
been ascertained that between twelve and two o’clock, ar»
average number of twenty-four thousand people daily pass to
and from the Bank and Post Office, at one spot in Cheapside, London.

Starch from Potatoes, is manufactured in Vermont,
and used by tile New-England Manufacturers, being con
sidered superior to wheat starch for sizing and finishing.
It requires a slight fermentation in the preparation.***
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